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Preface On behalf of Hang Seng Management College, let me extend a warm greeting 

to you, the reader of this anthology of poetic works. I hope you thoroughly 

enjoy exploring the writings of some of Hong Kong’s best budding poets. 

I would also like to take the opportunity to thank our project partner, the 

Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education, and my colleagues at HSMC who 

together have brought this Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award project 

to a successful completion for the second time. This is the beginning of a 

beautiful relationship, which I hope will continue for many years to come.

Poetry writing, be it English or Chinese, should always be encouraged in our 

primary and high schools to stand our students in good stead during their 

formative years. As Confucius used to say, without learning poetry, one cannot 

converse properly. Poetry has not only aesthetic but utilitarian functions: it 

can inspire, reflect reality through observation, help in socializing and properly 

express feelings — the so-called hsing ( 興 ), kuan ( 觀 ), chuen ( 群 ) and yuan 

( 怨 ). By equipping our students with poetry training, we nurture their literary 

mind so that they can carve their own dragons in life ( 有文心，可雕龍 ).

Professor Thomas Y.T. Luk

Head of Department of English and 

Dean of School of Humanities and Social Science

Hang Seng Management College

2017/18 
Hong Kong 
Budding Poets 
(English) Award
Prize-giving 
Ceremony

Welcome Speech

Delivered by 
Ms Emily Lau Wai Hing, JP

Member of Board of Directors, 
The Hong Kong Academy for 
Gifted Education 

Good evening everyone. I believe some of you know me well as a politician. And 

indeed, I’ve actively participated in the political arena in the past three decades. 

Yet, there is one thing I think I know a little better about competition than most of 

you, which is, you need to pay the price to win it. From all the competitions I’ve 

raced through, I have learned that sometimes it costs you everything to win, yet 

just very little to lose. But no matter what happens, the choices we’ve made will 

always claim a cost. And to win a competition, you need more than courage, luck 

and talent. A huge amount of effort needs to be paid.

I’m here today as a representative of the Hong Kong Academy for Gifted 

Education (HKAGE), not just a politician, to reiterate that Hong Kong needs 

poets and poetry. So, thank you, participants, for joining and supporting the 

2017/18 Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award. Thank you, the Gifted 

Education Section of the Education Bureau, the Department of English of Hang 

Seng Management College and many others, for having devoted a lot of effort in 

facilitating this renowned poem writing award in Hong Kong. I would also like to 

express my gratitude to all the judges who have spent a tremendous amount of 

time reviewing all the poems.

I know little about poetry and literature. But I know what a chance or an 

opportunity looks like — it might not be very eye-catching at first glance. If you 

are not paying full attention or you have been distracted from what you’re doing, 

chances and opportunities will slip away and wait for no one. That’s the reason I’m 

encouraging you to get yourself ready all the time.

You participate in a competition because, I guess, you are driven by the desire 

to win or to be the person of the moment. And I think this is not that different 

from my participation in a political contest — to win against other politicians. 

However, what I treasure most is not just the result of the contest, but also the 

journey we’ve been through and the influences we’ve brought to our society, our 

neighbourhood, our family, our friends, or even more importantly, to ourselves. 

Indeed, knowing oneself is the key to all wisdom.

This is the 13th year since the Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award was 

first launched in 2005, and this is the 4th year that HKAGE has been organising 

the competition. With the yearly theme “Of Our Time”, I am delighted to learn that 

nearly a hundred and twenty primary and secondary schools have participated in 

this competition this year, and we have received over a thousand entries of poetry 

writing depicting various scenes from our students’ worlds. The Hong Kong 

Budding Poets  (English) Award is undoubtedly a platform that provides students 

with a valuable opportunity to strive for excellence in the use of language and 

literature, to spark inspiration, and to stimulate imaginative thoughts about our 

future society.

Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to thank once again all the budding 

poets for your love for poetry and your participation in this competition. I hope 

that, in future, poetry writings and poets in Hong Kong will receive better 

understanding, appreciation and respect. I would also like to congratulate all 

of you for your outstanding performances. I wish you all every success in your 

studies and in your poetry writing in the future. Thank you.
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2017/18 
Hong Kong 
Budding Poets 
(English) Award
Prize-giving 
Ceremony

Welcome Speech

Delivered by 
Mr Wong Chung Po

Senior Curriculum 
Development Officer,
Gifted Education Section,
Curriculum Development Institute,
Education Bureau

Ms Emily Lau Wai Hing, JP, Prof. Luk, distinguished guests, principals, teachers, 

parents, Budding Poets, ladies and gentlemen, we are delighted to welcome you 

to this ceremony of the Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award 2017/18.

Everyone has their dreams, and we are sure that our budding poets here have at 

least one more thing in common, that is, you have succeeded in using English to 

perfect your award-winning poems through which your extraordinary ideas and 

intricate thoughts were well expressed. 

People talk a lot about the fun of learning English and the importance of it. 

Truthfully speaking, the fun hardly lasts but the joy of learning the language does. 

The greatest joy seldom comes from pleasure but from uphill adventures. As the 

saying goes, “Even the river takes a crooked indirect path to reach the horizon.” 

That is why we may forget a playmate’s name but never the name of the teacher 

or mentor who once engaged us in challenges which raised us up. The teachers 

who encouraged you to take part in this competition are examples of those 

leading you through the poetic learning journey of letting your emotions find your 

thoughts and your thoughts find words like a perfect painting. Plutarch said, 

“Painting is silent poetry, and poetry is painting that speaks.”

We gather here to celebrate your works as reflections of your perspectives on the 

topics of the Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award. Having gone through 

the writing process, you will have much to say about the competition. If I were to 

ask you, would you say that this is a competition that just pushed you to develop 

your talents? Or, is it a competition which just pushed you to write an additional 

assignment? Alternatively, is it a competition which just pushed you to create so 

that you would earn a prize today? Any of the above, perhaps, partially tells the 

truth. 

Whether you were excited by this competition or not, it did realise the possible 

hundreds of different ways of saying the same thing in English. It was true that 

we all took this competition as a way to go on and have fun with the infinite 

possibilities of this beautiful language. 

In this year’s Award, we had various and even open themes for our budding 

poets to unlock their imagination and exercise the power of creativity. All of you, 

the award winners of this year’s Award, successfully made these general topics 

alive with your refreshing and thought-provoking lines in diverse ways, which we 

will enjoy in the coming recitals today and also the anthology to be published later 

this year. These were the infinite possibilities which you all creative writers made 

possible through this competition. 

We would like to extend our gratitude to the colleagues at The Hong Kong 

Academy for Gifted Education and Hang Seng Management College, and all the 

judges who make this Award a success. We congratulate all teachers, parents 

and budding poets.

Thank you. 

About the  
Hong Kong 
Budding Poets 
(English) Award

The Award
The Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award is a territory-wide competition 

open to local primary, secondary, international and ESF schools. It was organised 

by the Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education and supported by Gifted 

Education Section of the Education Bureau. Hang Seng Management College was 

commissioned to hold the competition, adjudication and related training workshops 

for the second year in a row. The competition aims to provide a platform for more 

able students of English to extend their imagination and passion for writing and 

engage them in further training in poetry writing. It also serves as a channel for 

teachers to recognise and identify students gifted in English learning. 

Workshops
To better equip participants with some key skills that would assist them in their 

writing, several workshops were hosted by the academic staff of Hang Seng 

Management College. Primary students could participate in Poetry Through 

Dramatic Performance, which aimed to enhance their ability to recognise the 

real-life stories that may be hidden within poems. Secondary students were 

offered Thinking Through Poetry, which focused on how the medium of poetry 

should address challenges in nature and technology.

Adjudication
Entries were assessed on originality, use of language, artistic qualities, expression 

of the theme and construction. After 2 rounds of preliminary and final adjudication 

by frontline English language teachers, poets, writers and/or academics in the field 

of poetry and creative writing, at most 20 entries from the Primary, Secondary and 

Open Sections were recommended for awards. 

Award Ceremony
On 28 May 2018, a joint award ceremony and educational event were held 

to crown the winners and commemorate the work of all the finalists. The 

educational event comprised a specially designed poetry workshop hosted 

by guest lecturer, Dr Jason Polley of Hong Kong Baptist University. The 

award ceremony was attended by students, parents, representatives from the 

Education Bureau and the Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education, as well 

as staff from Hang Seng Management College. The speeches in the previous 

section were taken from this event.

A Note on the Themes
The themes for this year’s competition were selected in order to allow the students 

as much freedom as possible while providing them with some inspiration at the 

outset of their poetry writing journey. The chosen themes were:

Roads and Journeys 

Me, the Earth, the Universe 

Human of Machine

These 3 themes fell under the overall title given to this anthology. “Of our Time”. While 

some may tell stories of personal struggle and some may address major global issues, 

we hope you will agree that all of these poems represent snapshots of our time.
viv
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Gold Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

A Journey of 
a Lifetime

Tang Tim Yee  
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

In the Land of Fire, where the Sun scorches the land,

Geysers explode like champagne at surprise parties.

A hairpin turn swerves into a wasteland surrounded by volcanoes, ashen craters;

Steaming and smoking.

Witches’ cauldrons set deep in the ground, gurgling mud with a pungent pong of rotting 

eggs.

Crawling up roads of gravel and mud,

Shivering atop the howling Dyrhòlaey

Trembling ashore the dull and gloomy Vìk

Where an omen of a storm rolls in with darkening clouds

The death-black sands. The wild waves crashing onto the shore.

BOOM! A sudden downpour drenches all.

Cowering at the front gate of Hell in Reynisdranger

And fleeing from the trolls’ battleship storming the Kirkjufjara beach.

Rough roads smooth out as we explore the Kingdom of the Snow Queen,

Immaculate ice sculptures carved by Time’s intricate craftsmanship

Drift around on serene, crystal blue lakes.

Dazzling shards of ice decorate the ebony black beach

Like diamonds shining on a lady’s black velvet dress.

Strolling behind the pearly drapes of Seljalandsfoss

Tiptoeing into the hidden treasure of Gljúfrabúi within misty canyons

Jumping up and down the rainbow bridge in the cascading Dettifoss.

Roads meander into dangers and unknown,

Traipsing into the thick fog along the East Fjords

And hesitating through deep dark tunnels

Then out of the blue — we enter the world of Nature’s paradise:

Flocks of puffins with mouthfuls of herrings swoop down to feed their young

Colonies of seals recline on an island, sunning their plump bodies or scratching at an itch,

Legions of humpbacks and dolphins parade in the bay of Husavìk,

The dragon of Hvìtserkur slumbers, drunken, at the shore of Vatnsnes,

The giant Bárour of Arnarstapi still guards the Land of the Vikings.

Arctic terns weave through the twilight sky like shooting stars on a cloudless night.

Highways of tarmac to pathways of gravel and mud

Roads of roughness to trails of smoothness

Tracking up the mountains then dashing down to seashores

Venturing through dangers and into the unknown

Daring into pitch-black tunnels then bathing in the glorious, golden light

Roads of difficulty yet full of marvels

Circling around the Land of Ice and Fire

These are roads in a journey…

A journey of a lifetime.

Although the last line rather questions the strength of the poem, unless it is 

meant as a humorous closing gambit, there is no doubting the skill involved 

here, which is nothing short of remarkable at primary school level. The 

vocabulary is wide-ranging and wonderfully diverse, and the imagery used is 

fantastic. There may be too many literary references (the days of T. S. Eliot are 

gone) and not enough nuanced modern style, but for a primary school student 

to have done enough research to have even heard of these things is rather 

special. The poem won’t chime with everyone, and it could be more direct and 

honest in its emotional approach, but there is no doubting the level of skill the 

poet has for language play.

I love the excitement of this poem and admire the freedom you appear to feel 

in writing it. It sounds like it comes from a real experience you’ve had travelling 

in Iceland, or possibly some research into the landscape there: either way, you 

do a great job of evoking the unpredictable characteristics of the natural world. 

There are some wonderful similes (“like champagne at surprise parties” or “Like 

diamonds shining on a lady’s black velvet dress”), and I love the details you pick 

up on (“puffins with mouthfuls of herrings”). Rhythm is used by isolating ideas 

into specific lines; there are occasional hints of rhyme, and maybe that could be 

used more to bring the ideas together. But overall a really nice effort, well done.

Adjudicators’ Comments



Gold Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Curse of 
Existence

Song Yiding
Ying Wa Primary School

Journey beyond the countless galaxies,

and walk beyond stardust.

You would arrive to see valleys,

seas, and machines starting to rust.

These all belong to one crystal,

turning itself slowly.

No one would deny that it’s beautiful;

it radiates power calmly.

We, too, belong to this blue spark,

in a sea of infinite lights.

Do we exist to leave a mark,

or just to spend endless nights?

We gaze, we ponder,

at the skies of stars at night;

we think, we wonder,

if understand the cosmos we might?

Does the universe have boundaries?

If so, what’s outside?

Does every star have histories,

unknown, yet contained inside?

We came from stardust,

and back there we go.

Is our existence a must,

or will we ever know?

Fires raging across the world,

with acidic-smoke-stuffed shelves.

Burning over this blue emerald,

are we here to destroy ourselves?

 

The Earth and us, all ashes,

among the infinity of the stars.

Yet it’s part of our life’s paces,

to forge through our existence’s curse afar.

The imagery of the universe and everything in it “all belong to one crystal, 

turning itself slowly.  No one would deny that it’s beautiful; it radiates power 

calmly.” is very creative. The narrator then turns to an introverted world and 

ponders how we gaze, ponder, think and wonder about the external universe. 

The poem paints a meditative atmosphere of reflection about the universe and 

existence in general. The questioning of “Is our existence a must, or will we ever 

know?” and “are we here to destroy ourselves?” shows the author/narrator’s 

thought on the core of existence and its (im)permanence.

This poem is nicely written and has some interesting moments. Overall, it 

needs rather less open questions and more theoretically interesting poetical 

propositions, but it does resist rhyme I think deliberately and produce interesting 

results on the back of that. The structure is well considered and works well in 

the context of the poem. Perhaps the rigid 4 line stanzas could be subverted to 

produce a little more surprise? Overall, the poet is developing very well and has 

great potential.

43
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Gold Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

The Universe In 
My Eyes

Uchimoto Natasha 
Naomi
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

Vast.

Unexplored, unpredictable and vibrant.

Beads of marbled planets, shadowed by playful light,

Stars laughing in the thundering silence, 

And comets flaunting tails of white.

Vast.

Asteroids soaring like unreachable kites,

Black Holes concealing both light and dark.

Stardust scuttling like jittery dust mites,

Space junk swimming the skies like sharks.

Fresh.

Ever-green, shimmering and mesmerising.

Colourful gardens and aquatic blue seas,

Birds singing with open wings and full hearts,

Dragonflies flying with the gentle breeze.

Fresh.

Trees that reach to the heavens so tall,

A cool, gushing river and a waterfall.

The mighty strong mountains appearing so grand,

All being cared for by Nature’s hand.

Me.

Small, young and ever-growing.

So much to learn, so much to see,

My life in my hands, depending on me.

Yet my abilities still not yet glowing.

Me.

Unique, different and special.

Seeing life through my eyes,

All the laughter, all the cries,

But still ever-believing.

The intentional use of monosyllabic first lines is well thought out and gives a 

potent beginning to the poem. I applaud the effort to create a sense of rhythm 

that does not simply follow one single pattern across the lines. 

The image of “colourful garden and aquatic blue seas” and “cool, gushing river 

and waterfall” nicely captures the beauty of nature and creates an interesting 

contrast with the ending on “Me” juxtaposed in the vast universe and the fresh 

and calming Earth.

I love the way this poem uses interesting diction and imagery to describe a 

feeling of wonder about each part of the theme of “me, the Earth, the Universe”. 

Although maybe the idea of the poem is already familiar, the expression is 

very good: I especially like to think of the “stardust scuttling like jittery dust 

mites”, which shows a very strong control of language. When you use rhyming 

patterns in the poem they are effective, drawing attention to important ideas — 

and I would be interested to see if you could find rhymes to fit in with all of the 

stanzas. Overall, though, a very good effort, well done.

65
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Gold Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

My Voyage of 
Struggles

Leung Yuen Kiu
Kowloon Tong School
(Primary Section)

As I walked along the winding path of dark,

And hoped for a light or two,

To lead me away from the horrendous place,

Where my plights and troubles once grew.

On those drab nights filled with bitter,

Trapped in an icy cage was my soul,

So often did I cry myself to sleep,

Yet I never did search for the pole.

Locked into a frosty cell,

Scarred and deceived endlessly,

Life was a menacing nightmare,

As I reached for hope relentlessly.

As I walked along the corridor,

You came to me and said,

“My name’s Cyrria, who are you?”

“I’d like to be your friend.”

Playing at the game arcade,

Frolicking in the lush field,

Together we roamed freely,

With you as my shield.

I have overcame another mountain in my life,

Finally escaped from the road of doom,

Keep battling hard, fellow comrades,

And be saved from forever gloom.

This poem shows a wonderful vocabulary for a young student just beginning to 

work with poetry. There are some interesting words here such as “comrades”, 

“drab” and “relentlessly”, which are used to explore important emotions. The 

poet could play with the structure a little more, though the stanzas are nicely 

organized into rhyming couplets in an ABAB rhyme scheme which works nicely. 

I would certainly encourage this poet to pursue their talent and write more 

interesting poetry after future.

The title itself already shows the author’s thoughts on the theme. The roads and 

journey of life are ones full of struggle. 

The choice of diction shows the careful thought process of the poet. The 

imagery of frosty cell and icy cage vividly captures the very gloomy menacing 

nightmare. Despite the rather dark beginning, the poem progresses and ends 

with a brighter and more hopeful view that “I have [overcome] another mountain 

in my life, Finally escaped from the road of doom”, and “be saved from forever 

gloom”.

87
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Silver Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

My Space 
Adventure

Au Wing Tung Kiri
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

I stood on the planet Earth and looked up to the sky,

Thousands of stars blinking in the universe up high.

I realised I was just a dot, so small,

Not like the bright bending moon big and tall.

So I decided to travel on a hot-air balloon,

Up to the massive galaxies until meeting the moon.

The shooting stars flashed like little rockets,

One quietly dropped into my pocket.

Looking down and seeing the whole world beneath my feet,

All the planets were friendly and smiled at me, so sweet.

Naughty Saturn is hula-hooping round and round,

Trying its best to keep it off the ground.

Out of all the planets, the smallest one is Pluto,

Wow! It’s even tinier than my toe!

I whispered to the moon and raced with the stars,

Until I had run all the way to Mars.

It was really a furious lion burning with heat,

Roaring loudly waiting for some red bloody meat.

Scared me immediately back to Earth,

A lovely place where I was given birth.

The poem titled “My Space Adventure” starts with a personal angle, painting a 

vivid image from the view of the narrator. 

The choice of diction shows the careful thought process of the poet. The 

imagery of smiling planets and a naughty Saturn is very creative. In general, 

the personification of the planets and stars is well thought out and creative, 

e.g. “whispered to the moon and raced with the stars” or “really a furious lion 

burning with heat”.  

The ending with returning home is a nice way to wrap up the theme of 

adventure and connect to the overall theme of “Me, the Earth, the Universe”.

This poem is technically strong but lacks something when it comes to originality 

and intrigue. The vocabulary is very decent and it works well in the context of 

the poem, and there are a few decent rhymes though some of them are too 

straightforward. The student has great potential and I would expect her to 

make a great poet when she has a little more life experience. There are some 

moments of real brilliance and I hope the poet is encouraged to pursue their 

potential.

109
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Silver Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

A Short  
Journey

Tam On Heng Theo
Pui Ching Primary School

I’m on a short journey, 

with my friends and family.

We chat about our destination,

and soon we make our decision.

We get everything ready, 

and we can’t wait to start our journey.

We have to drive fast, 

or we won’t have time for tea.

We cross streets and highways, 

and through bridges and tunnels.

There are trees along the road, 

with oranges, pears and apples.

We hear seagulls singing, 

like welcoming us to the sea.

The breeze brushes my cheek, 

and the grass dances freely with me.

Although the roads are curved and bumpy, 

we are not feeling grumpy.

It is difficult to drive to the destination, 

but we do not lose direction.

Finally, we are at the beach, 

and we lie down under the palm trees.

Let’s enjoy the soda with peach, 

and watch the sun setting into the sea!

The chosen theme is “Roads and Journey” and the title of the poem is “A short 

journey”. The light and cheerful atmosphere throughout the poem matches well 

with the probably spontaneous journey. 

The first person angle describes driving fast and passing through the streets 

and highways, then bridges and tunnels in urban areas and finally reaching 

what appears to be the countryside where there are trees along the road and 

seagulls singing. The poem depicts imagery similar to a painting with light 

brushes and cheerful colours. I particularly enjoy how the poet does not try too 

hard in using adjectives to force the atmosphere, but uses the seemingly very 

simple imagery that captures the beauty, warmth and comfort of being with 

those who are close.

I like the way this poem tells a story, which helps you talk about many different 

experiences and feelings — whether that’s what you see from the car, or 

how you feel about the journey. I love the feeling of abundance, freedom, and 

happiness that the first five stanzas evoke. The rhymes are consistent, though 

sometimes they feel a little bit forced (“our decision” or “soda with peach” for 

example). Your language is simple but effective.

1211
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Silver Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

An Ode to  
Planet Earth

Lee Ching Tung 
Vanessa
Yaumati Catholic Primary 
School (Hoi Wang Road)

When I open my eyes, the green surrounds me

The flowers, the grass and the deep blue sea

Elegant blossoms adorn the landscape

And mould the beautiful terrain into shape

Gorgeous eagles surf around the rainbows

Butterflies dance with happy geckos

And reindeers hug fluffy squirrels

The sea nurtures vigorous sea animals

From the biggest whales to the smallest shells

From the highest sky to the abyssal sea

It brings me peace and perfect harmony

All of a sudden, the evil smog comes for a visit

Silky grassland turns into an empty desert

Spirited forest turn into deadly graveyards

The howling wind roars with evil laughter

The dreadful storm tears apart the earth

Panicked animals hide in crevasses and bushes

Terrified bunnies dive into the undergrowth

All colours are gone without any more happiness

All left behind are only sorrow and sadness

I feel sad for poor old Earth

I wail and whimper with hopeless will

My teardrops right on the angel’s magical jar

It spills gold dust and turns to sparkling stars

It then transforms into glistening constellations

All across the endless and infinite cosmos

Just imagine the Milky Way 

How graceful and amazing the galaxy glaze

The old, wise sun then gives me advice

“Try to rescue earth by being nice

Cherish what you receive from Mother Nature

Rebuild the Earth with love and passion”

Now Planet Earth recharges with vitality

And takes a step in the right direction 

Me, the Earth, and the Universe.

Protect each other. Be Earth’s nurse. 

The vision of earth in the first stanza of “ode” is very cute while thinking 

about all parts of creation: some of the moments are a bit strange, like when 

“Butterflies dance with happy geckos / And reindeers hug fluffy squirrels”, but 

this is a likeable feature. We hear this cuteness again when the smog makes the 

bunnies terrified, and then more by talking about “poor old Earth” and the “old, 

wise sun”. So even though the idea of the poem is not totally original, the way 

you express it shows your own unique voice, which is really positive. 

This is a really interesting poem with a rather impressive vocabulary and a really 

quite beautiful way of using language in a flowing and readable way. However, 

the sentiments expressed in the poem can dissolve into clichés about protecting 

the earth and so on, which are of course perfectly valid feelings to express but 

also rather well-trodden and outdated in modern poetry. There are some nice 

rhymes here and an attempt to employ poetic techniques well enough, but 

some of the language used for rhyme is very straightforward. On the whole, this 

is a great attempt for an aspiring young poet and it shows definite potential if 

the poet can hone her skills in her future career.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Roads and 
Journey

Pun Ching
Yaumati Catholic Primary 
School (Hoi Wang Road)

Busy roads, busy streets,

Everyone crosses down the streets.

Life is a journey,

We are busy, as bees.

Someone is crossing a straight road,

Someone is facing an intersection,

Life is like going on a roller-coaster,

Smooth or rough, up or down.

Everyone works for their own destinies,

Some are colourful and bright,

Some are dark and hopeless,

Everyone works to reach their target.

You will see your journey,

Passing through the hill,

Everyone is different,

Everything is meaningful.

This poem discusses a familiar theme — “life is a journey” — and makes it 

interesting by discussing what that means. I especially liked the second stanza, 

which uses a variety of relevant imagery to describe how life can be so different 

for people: I found this a convincing illustration of how “everyone is different”, 

which at other parts of the poem is not so clear. There is a limited use of 

rhythm: a couple of the rhymes (“journey”—“bees” is nice) and other repetitions 

(“someone”, “some are” etc) feel a bit under-developed right now.

The chosen theme is “Roads and journey” and the poet chooses to use a 

matching title. The poet begins with the description of busy roads and streets 

that gives a montage-like imagery for the audience. Going from watching 

individual pedestrians to pondering how everyone has their own destiny and 

paths. The piece is a narrative on existence and the meaning of the journey 

of life. The narrator declares at the end that everyone will see their journey 

and “everyone is different, everything is meaningful”. The ending beautifully 

captures the uniqueness of everyone’s own goals and paths with its emotionally 

controlled diction.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Me, The Earth, 
The Universe

Yung Tsz Chai
Kowloon Tong School
(Primart Section)

The Universe,

A mysterious void beyond our reach,

Home to the delicate stars we so often gaze upon,

An exquisite artwork left in our world by the Gods above

How many have found peace in the sight of this ageless creature?

Yet we may not be able to see it anymore.

The Earth,

The ancient home to millions of creatures,

The origin of all the beautiful lives walking upon this land,

A lively creation even the Gods themselves marvelled

How many have had their breaths taken away by its immense beauty?

Yet it is ageing,

Its life approaching dusk

And soon to be drifted into pitch black nothingness.

You and I,

Just a speck of dust within the universe,

One of the many lucky enough

To breathe under the beautiful universe,

And the wondrous land of the Earth

Together we shall fight,

We shall protect the environment

All for the greater good of our Universe.

I like the way this poem evokes the wonder of the universe while expressing 

a concern for problems with the world: it is nice to end on an affirmative note, 

and it would be interesting to hear more about what the “fight” will be. The 

poem as a whole has a nice rhythmic pattern (punctuated by “The Universe The 

Earth You and I”) — and it would be nice to see a bit more rhythmic variation 

across the poem. Your language is simple but evocative — for example “delicate 

stars” and “pitch black nothingness” — and more images like this would help to 

express the theme clearly.

The chosen theme is “Me, the Earth, the Universe” and the title of the poem 

matches the theme directly. I appreciate the author’s thoughts and sense of 

urgency in voicing for not only the environment on earth, but to extend the 

protection to the entire universe. The “reverse” structure starting with the 

Universe, then the Earth, and finally mankind is a nice example of how to 

connect the form with the function. By showing what is timeless and permanent 

first, readers can readjust themselves to what is indeed important. 

The effort to keep the poem direct and avoid using difficult synonyms imported 

from dictionaries is commendable. This strongly opinionated poem on the 

environmental protection issue is a relatable and thoughtful piece.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

Heartbeat  
or Battery

Wai Ching Yin Claire
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

Humans have umbilical cords when they are born,

And need clothes that aren’t worn.

Robots just need a battery and electricity,

and their needs for life have a much greater simplicity.

Robots need a plug and charger,

And humans need water, oxygen, food, sleep, love...

Their needs are so much larger.

A software update saves all misery

For remembering books and pages of history.

A minute or two will be enough,

For a robot to crack a code that’s supposed to be tough.

Robots once programmed can do anything at all,

While a baby human only knows how to crawl.

But, robots can’t... Robots can’t feel.

They can’t feel the ache that grows in your heart

When you and your best friend is about to part.

They can’t feel the merriment that bursts through,

When you make your biggest debut.

They can’t enjoy the sky and sea,

And love with absolute glee.

They can’t be frightened when they’re in the dark,

Or be comforted when you hear the chirp of a lark.

Robots can remember the year

When someone found the life cycle or created beer.

They can remember some sort of sergeant’s name,

And how some World War 2 officer rose to fame.

But can that really compare?

With the compassion that we are able to share?

Is it better than the love that swells and heals,

Is it better than the happiness that is real?

Well, if you want to be an encyclopedia,

And a sort of facilitator media,

Be a robot.

But — if you want to smile, laugh, cry

Be curious and ask why?

Be a human.

The chosen theme is “Human or Machine” and the title of the poem is “Heartbeat 

or battery. The title itself already shows the author’s thoughtfulness in not 

only questioning “human or machine” in the abstract, but a specific example 

contrasting the (figurative) sources of energy between humans and machines. 

The fine details on how machines and computer work draws the attention of 

the audience to reflect on how we humans work and appreciate things that are 

not instantaneous. The narrator also questions and challenges robots in that 

they cannot think and they cannot feel. I find the discussion stimulating and 

thoughtful.

This is a sweet poem, which thoughtfully describes some of the differences 

between humans and robots. Some of your rhymes are really effective and 

interesting — like “electricity”—“simplicity” or “misery—“history”—and I really like 

the way that you seem to be exploring the subject as you work through the lines 

(we see that especially in the line that “Robots can’t feel”). Although you have a 

good grasp of expression, occasional phrases are a bit confusing (like “facilitator 

media”), and some words sound forced by the rhyme rather than an organic 

part of the poem. Overall, the poem takes a familiar idea and presents it in a 

positive personal way.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

The Time 
Machine

Chong Wing Yiu
Good Hope Primary School 
cum Kindergarten 
(Primary Section)

Time machine, time machine,

The greatest invention of our time.

Pollution haze has covered the bright blue sky.

Nature and wildlife are in jeopardy.

Open your eyes, look at the lifeless land.

Oh, time machine, please give us a hand!

Time machine, time machine,

Bring us to the wonderful past!

Flowing rivers, green mountains,

Animals were all living in harmony.

Our Earth was once a paradise for every creature.

Please let us once again embrace the beauty of nature!

Time machine, time machine,

Take us to the innovative future!

With advanced technologies,

Please restore our Mother Earth.

Revitalize the sacred elements of life:

Air, Water, Earth and Fire to keep us alive.

Time machine, time machine,

You only exist in our dreams.

Stop dreaming! Be a defender of our planet.

For the sake of our future, we have to start today.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Replace.

Take action before it’s too late!

This poem offers some interesting ideas about the time machine, as a machine 

that could help us think about both the past and the future of the planet. I think 

some of the examples could be more lively, to engage our attention — for 

example, do we actually need to go back in time to see “flowing rivers, green 

mountains?”. I like the sing-song repetition of the first line of each stanza, as 

well as the subtle rhymes that appear in every stanza. Overall, this is promising 

work, and with a few developments could be really startling.

The chosen theme is “Human or Machine” and the title of the poem is “The 

Time machine”. I appreciate the author’s thoughts and sense of urgency in 

voicing for the environment on earth, directly pointing to the eminent issue of 

pollution. The metaphor of time machine is creative and makes an interesting 

contrast with our reality that we, in fact, do not have time machines and that 

we humans have done things that are irreversible to the earth and the universe. 

The view of the narrator does not seem to be necessarily bleak. There is also 

hope for a time machine leading us to the future and the (realistic?) hope that 

technologies in the unknown future would help us through the pollution and 

harm we have done.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

The  
Multi-Purpose 
Machine

Wong Sum Yee Janice
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

The multi-purpose machine,

Is everybody’s dream.

It’s the best one yet for many to redeem.

It turns the floor

From wood to gold!

It hatches gerbils

For you to hold!

It even makes time

Go quick or slow.

It can chant spells

So you can glow!

The machine looks like

A feathery, furry bridge.

The machine smells like

A sugar-coated bridge.

The machine feels like

Clouds of cotton candy.

If you lick it, it tastes like

Candy and chocolate mixed together.

The machine sounds like

The raven’s thunder,

Caw-caw, caw-caw!

But the machine hasn’t been invented.

It’s up to you to get it created!

This machine is not of our time,

If you make it, it costs just more than a dime!

This poem deals with the very modern and interesting topic of humans and 

machines. The poem finishes with a lovely flourish when it confronts the 

reader with the idea that technology must be constructed by humans and 

will not develop itself, which is a point that also has political relevance in our 

contemporary moment. There are some nice rhymes here although most of 

them are rather direct and straightforward. I would encourage the poet to 

experiment a little more with half rhyme and broken rhyme to see what they 

can do with that. At the end of the day poetry is a process and, in this case, the 

student has made some wonderful strides forward. The poet’s potential is clear 

for all to see.

This is a fun poem that explores an imaginary machine, which uses the rhyme 

scheme to inspire unusual images and ideas. The first stanza is the strongest, 

presenting precise and distinct ideas in rapid succession; the second stanza 

loses some pace, and it feels like it was harder for you to find all the ideas (for 

example, in the way that “bridge” is repeated). Throughout, you are using a nice 

variety of language that provokes the imagination, and what you have written 

makes me think of many more questions: Where did this machine come from? 

How do you think we could make it? Would it have any problems?
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Where Am I?

Leung Wing Yan
Bonham Road Government 
Primary School

Five, Four, Three, Two, One, Fire!

My spaceship flies higher and higher.

My school becomes smaller and smaller.

Hong Kong is a green frog next to a big hen.

Oh! It’s China.

My spaceship is shaking.

Lights are flashing.

Stars are twinkling.

The Earth is as small as a blue crystal ball.

There is no gravity and I won’t fall.

The sun is so bright and hot.

The planets are colourful spots.

The universe is so wonderful!

Ding dong! Why is there the school bell in the galaxy?

This young poet has a great passion for language and is interested in 

expressing themselves powerfully and passionately. At the moment they simply 

need more life experience and reading in order to produce a poem that could 

explore issues with enough depth to interest their readers.

The poem is titled “Where am I?” and is an interesting journey that showcases 

the author’s sense of rhythm. The start with count-down gives a gleeful feeling, 

contrary to what one might expect for aircraft leaving the earth. The use of the 

first person angle with first the school, hometown and finally the earth getting 

smaller provides an experience that reminds one of watching a fast cut movie 

clip, or TV commercial. The ending continues with the fun atmosphere and 

relates to the audience through their own school experience. It is great to see 

the thought that have been put into the planning and organizing of this work.
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Journey of Life

Kwong Wang Chit
Pui Ching Primary School

If life is a journey,

We all take different paths.

There are people we forget,

There are choices we regret.

The journey of life is full of ups and downs,

Full of joy and sorrow.

There’s no exact destination,

We just trust and then follow.

 

We all decide which road we’ll take,

And when the journey ends.

We will look over the decisions made,

Leading up to that final bend.

Life’s many roads we shall cross,

While we celebrate victory and mourn for our loss.

We will never be alone,

Though our destiny remains unknown.

The chosen theme is “Roads and Journey” and the title of the poem is “Journey 

of Life”. The title itself already shows the author’s thoughts in the pursuit of 

the kind of journey in question. It is not a physical, tangible journey, but a long 

journey, the journey of life. The poem goes on to reflect on the joys, sorrows and 

arbitrariness of life and comes to the epiphany that there’s no exact destination. 

The poem in general shows a thoughtful and careful choice of diction in 

delivering the image of space in the imaginary inner world.

This poem takes a familiar comparison — of life and travel — and offers several 

points of view explaining how they might be similar. It’s great to see the different 

ideas — regrets, happiness, decisions — but in some ways the comparison 

seems underdeveloped: in the first stanza, I’m not sure why “people we forget” 

and “choices we regret” is connected to the journey, but I would be interested 

to find out what you mean. Overall, while this is a positive attempt, it would be 

really nice to see you explore as many of the imaginative emotions as possible.
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

My Space 
Journey

Yau Lok Sum
Marymount Primary School

The Sun sparkles a fascinating glow,

towards the trails west flow.

Lying on the sunny beach,

I gave a wonderful speech.

Imagining them go around the space,

I confidently took another pace.

I shot for the sky and tried to soar,

ready to say goodbye and hear that roar.

Around the Universe I fly and fly,

going to adventures low and high.

Experiencing every magnificent planet,

longing for them to be my pets.

A trip to Venus will brighten my day,

and show me a hopeful way.

Watching the moon dawn,

the darkness will soon be gone.

Suddenly something dragged me away,

then I was pulled far beyond the bay.

Trapped in the irreversible darkness,

I felt very shiftless.

I finally stopped falling down,

no longer remain on the ground.

Glancing up was my Motherland,

hugging me like my best friend.

My saviour is the Earth,

that leads me on the justifiable path.

Catching me when I am desperate,

wanting me to be more great.

But when I am no longer dreaming,

getting ready for more playing.

The exciting space journey,

will always be in my mentality.

This is a wonderfully imaginative poem, and I love the idea of taking a “space 

journey” while dreaming on the beach. The poem is well-structured around 

different parts of the experience and includes some nice specific touches (e.g. 

Venus and the moon dawn). So, the big idea is good, but some individual lines 

are difficult to understand – like “I gave a wonderful speech”, “took another 

pace”, “I felt very shiftless” – they don’t contribute so effectively to the main 

theme. Also, there are a few small mistakes in grammar and punctuation that 

do make a difference to the reading experience (for example, you need an 

apostrophe in “trail’s west flow”, and there is a mismatch of singular and plural 

in “every magnificent planets”).

The chosen theme is “Me, the Earth, the Universe” and the title of the poem is 

“My Space Journey”. I applaud the effort of the author in sharing this personal 

piece on exploration in space. The poem in general shows a thoughtful and 

careful choice of diction in delivering the image of space in the imaginary inner 

world. The first lines show a strong start with our first stop at the sun, followed 

by the sudden tumbling in space and back to the motherland earth. In the end, 

the exploratory quality makes the poem an interesting piece on adventure.
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Life Is a Journey

Cao Jenny
Kowloon Tong School
(Primary Section)

Life is a journey

Starts with your first cry

You step on the road

Since open your eyes

You see pretty flowers

You see stormy seas

After each storm

Comes the ocean breeze

There are dilemmas always

Which path shall you take

Your journey all depends on

The choices you make

Whatever the choice

Bear no regrets

Do all that you can

To make it correct

Life is a journey

Everyone must face

Ups and downs, smiles and frowns

 Are all you will embrace

The chosen theme is “Roads and Journey” and the title of the poem is “Life Is 

a Journey”. The title itself already shows the author’s thoughts in the pursuit of 

the kind of journey in question. It is not a physical, tangible journey, but a long 

journey, the journey of life. The poem depicts the beauty and the ruthlessness 

of nature (“pretty flowers” and “stormy seas”) and reminds the readers of the 

silver linings, that is the ocean breeze after each storm. The reflection on the joy 

and sorrow in life leads the narrator to decide that it is the individual’s decision 

that dictates how they should feel and act upon the ups and downs of life. 

The poem, in general, shows a thoughtful and careful choice of diction in the 

narration of the inner world of self-reflection.

The poem is most interesting when it thinks of the ways that life is like a journey: 

stepping on the road, racing dilemmas, and so on. Some lines seem more 

general — it is nice to hear about the pretty flowers and stormy seas, and I 

wonder how these connect with that idea of travelling that is so important. 

The rhythm is solid (well done for finding so many rhyme words!) but slightly 

unadventurous. There are a couple of minor issues with expression — I would 

usually expect “It starts.” (line 2), and “since opening” (line 4).
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Roads and Journey

On the Road

Kwok Chloe Yee Ching
Good Hope Primary School 
cum Kindergarten 
(Primary Section)

I’ve been stuck here for some time,

I’ve been saying out this rhyme.

Dad makes vroom-vrooms with the car.

There’s a boom-boom from afar.

What’s that making this weird sound?

I turn back and look around.

Look!  A smooth sleek Subaru!

Racing with a kangaroo.

Now I look through the clear window,

there’s a green plate flying low.

Oh gosh!  It’s a UFO!

Here among the swirling snow.

After a while, they’re all gone.

We’ve been driving long till dawn.

Seeing all that I’m still bored.

Please save me now o kind lord!

I like how this poem uses the boredom of a car ride to explore some unusual (and 

slightly silly?) ideas and experiences (such as a kangaroo and a UFO). I think 

the way you develop each experience is clever, helping to create a moment of 

surprise in the middle of the stanzas (“Look!” and “Oh Gosh!”). Overall, although 

this is a fun and creative poem, it feels a little bit short — I would really like to 

know some more of the things you might have seen and heard out of the car 

window.

A very decent poem which attempts to replicate some conventional poetic 

devices, which shows real skill for a primary school level student. The poem 

needs to push itself against these boundaries as well if it is to really become a 

piece of art. The student is progressing very well and has a bright future.
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Destroying the 
Earth with Our 
Hands

Woo Anthony  
Chung Yin
Diocesan Boys’ School
Primary Division

Dear Mother Earth,

We are a speck of dust;

Yet living in a dream of lust.

You are a scintillating colourful marble;

In which we acknowledge allegiance to its marvel.

Dear Mother Earth,

When I look out the window,

Trillion diamonds shimmering in the pitch black darkness;

As if to reach a visual crescendo.

The Universe is beautiful;

With unfolding mysteries and secrets waiting to discover and follow.

But I can hear your sobbing.

We are so ignorant and arrogant.

We will never understand.

We are destroying.

Destroying.

Razing forests and polluting our surroundings;

Vehicle exhausts and factories smoking.

Toxin running in the suffocating air;

Dying slowly from poison seeping in your hair.

Destroying.

Hunting wildlife till its bound;

Take joy and hilarity to its abound.

Cry and despair rings through the warning air;

With those who once roamed freely in the vibrant ease of flair.

Destroying.

We are so destructive that we don’t even know;

Our absurdity pushes us to the baleful unknown.

Irrespectively minute compare to you,

We are destroying you with our bare hands.

This poem has some really effective moments, especially in the use of varied 

and unusual vocabulary. In the opening stanza there is a lovely contrast 

between the simple monosyllables (ll. 1 – 3) and then the more extravagant 

words that tell us about the wonders of the universe (ll. 4 – 5); I also like the use 

of repetition (“Dear Mother Earth” then later “Destroying”), which rhythmically 

indicates the change of tone. But you must be careful that everything is 

understandable: for example, I am not so sure what you mean by “the vibrant 

ease of flair” or “the baleful unknown”. 

This poem exhibits strong word choice (for example, baleful) and makes an 

effort to use formal features to emphasise key points (for example the repetition 

of Destroying). It is important to remember, however, that poems do not have to 

rhyme  — indeed careful attention to rhythm is often more effective in creating a 

poem that flows or sounds pleasing. Couplets, especially when used frequently, 

create a plodding rhythm that works against the flow of the poem, and it is very 

important to avoid mangling sense to make a rhyme fit: consider, “Take joy and 

hilarity to its abound”. Likewise, avoid rhyming words that do not fit with the 

wider thematic drift of the poem (for example, rhyming “lust” with “dust” — the 

poem is more about “greed” or “consumption”).
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Lifes Journey, 
the Never-
Ending Road

Lai Cheuk Kiu Cheryl 
Trinity
St. Paul’s Co-educational 
College Primary School

Life is a never-ending road,

Sadness and happiness aload.

From the day I was born, life is a lovely song,

I hope this lovely song will last forever long.

My earliest memory goes back to my cradle,

Where my parents read me my favourite fable.

With my strollers I visited many places,

Where I saw many kind faces.

Along the road there are special moments,

My parents and sisters brought me lots of enjoyments.

My life album is full of loving and caring,

My family always embraces me with hugging.

Life is a river, constantly flowing.

Life is a tree, constantly growing.

This is a sweet poem that expresses a familiar theme with some interesting 

personal touches in language and imagery. Although the simple diction is 

often effective, the strict rhyme scheme means that some word-choices 

sound unnatural (words like “aload” or “fable”). It is brave to try writing a 

carefully-structured sonnet, but you understand how this can be used to help 

communicate your message at a basic level (with three separate stanzas 

followed by a couplet). For me, the most effective lines are the last two — which 

summarise the idea in a clear and simple way.

The poem begins and ends with some appropriate metaphors, although it 

would have been good to try for something more unusual or unexpected. 

Striking and original imagery that surprises the reader is one of the most 

effective ways to write good poetry. Another thing to remember is that poems 

do not have to rhyme —indeed careful attention to rhythm is often more 

effective in creating a poem that flows or sounds pleasing. Couplets, especially 

when used frequently, create a plodding rhythm that works against the flow 

of the poem, and it is very important never to choose a word that does not fit 

simply because it rhymes. Consider for example, the use of “fable” in stanza 

two, which jars especially when considering the use of the word “stroller” in the 

same stanza; we read “stories” to kids — fables might be occasionally read but 

it is clear that it has been chosen here to rhyme with “cradle”.
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Honourable Mention 

Theme:
Human or Machine

The Homework 
Machine

Tang Hiu Kei Trixie
Marymount Primary School

A dream homework machine,

so perfect as it’s seen!

Just slip in the homework, then read a magazine.

Answers come out quick and clean.

More free time, no headache!

Homework is just a piece of cake!

Classmates ask me how to make?

I have a “secret” hard to break!

I thought I would be the teacher’s pet,

But that wasn’t what the teacher said.

She scolded me for weird answers instead.

How come it happened like that?

“Why’d you betray me?” I asked the machine angrily.

“Answer me!” I slammed it indignantly.

No soul, no regret, no responsibility... Oh! No electricity!

Shame on me! I destroyed the machine noisily.

The narrative progression of the poem is amusing, and the reflection on the 

machine’s lack of morality touches on important issues of responsibility and 

machine learning. It is important to remember, however, that poems do not 

have to rhyme — indeed careful attention to rhythm is often more effective 

in creating a poem that flows or sounds pleasing. Couplets, especially when 

used frequently, create a plodding rhythm that works against the flow of the 

poem, and it is very important to avoid mangling word order to make a rhyme 

fit. Consider, for example, “how to make”. Although the syntax reflects a kind 

of non-native English diction, this is absent from the rest of the poem and thus 

jars, creating the impression that the word order has been altered solely to 

rhyme “make” with “cake”.

I like the idea behind this poem, and it is nice to see a varied and enthusiastic 

entry like this. You effectively use a good variety of vocabulary, with precision, 

and the use of idioms (“a piece of cake”) is positive. The range of feelings 

described (from the “dream” to “anger” at the end) means that the story it tells 

is effective. So, there are many good qualities, although some parts do seem 

forced — to “read a magazine”, or “happened like that”, or the final line — so 

they don’t add a lot to the poem. But overall this was fun to read, well done.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

A Choice Upon 
Death

Sze Kit Ying
Heep Yunn School

My last breath is like the soft wind that carries the burnt leaf gently,

And whimpers so softly as it dances under spring soothing sun

Until it hit the icy, barren land of winter- nothing can save it now.

My last breath is like the dark shadow now creeping by the dark door.

Welcoming me with darkness suited for a dying man.

A shaking hand, wrinkled and exhausted,

Struggles to reach for the fading light.

The bright golden sun kisses the dusty window

And yet it slips through my fingers.

The shadow inches closer —

A whisper was like a comfort.

A whisper is like a threat.

A whisper was like a miracle.

A whisper is like death.

You need not die, he said,

I have an advice:

I can make you better, he said.

A few screws here, a few screws there.

But you will be my machine, mine forever.

Don’t you shake your head.

Don’t you cover your ears, ignorant man, listen —

A man gets pale but my machine does not

A man gets sick but my machine does not

A man must die but my machine runs forever.

My heart might fade but my mind does not,

So cheat me not you deceiving man.

A machine does not think like a man does.

A machine does not create like a man does.

A machine does not dream like a man does.

Even if the man is near his dawn,

He does not obey like a machine does.

An interesting poem — a clever and skilful deployment of punctuation marks, 

repetitions and the technique of listing to give a sense of forcefulness, alongside 

an apt use of imagery to create a striking sense of poignancy and to highlight to 

readers the key issues of humanity. Just one thing, the image of dawn used in 

the final stanza of the poem seems to be a bit confusing and problematic.

I very much enjoy the latter half of the poem — the choice of dying or 

conversion to a machine or AI. I think the idea of sci-fi poetry is great, especially 

when addressing the challenges and questions that AI may cause in the future. 

The problem with the poem, in my opinion, is in the first three stanzas. They 

tend to over-use what I assume are supposed to be powerful images about life 

and death, but they over-do it by a long shot. They almost seem to be lines that 

were written for another nature poem. They do not help to create conflicting 

images of natural death at the end of a life vs. unnatural life after death.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

Waxen Child

Santillan Zeidrick 
Robert King
St. Margaret’s Co-educational 
English Secondary and  
Primary School

Sensors, skin synthetic and circuits complex

Supercomputer connected to high-definition lens

Battery at maximum capacity

Shell is an android, marvel of technology

Papa and Mama own Shell by scribbles on dotted lines

An all-new android to whip up to their own whims and designs

’Success’ is the android’s Purpose, an application most worldly

Shell is to be their emissary to carry their illustrious legacy

Thorns of copper strangle and shove data down Shell’s brain

The task inflicts upon Shell both pain and mental strain

Papa and Mama shower Shell with words of melting wax

The disciplinary iron brand looms, Shell cannot relax

Wail mournful dirges with muted voice within sealed cage walls

More disciplinary programs Papa and Mama installs

Strings screech, wrong keys pressed, silver won and in turns

They shower Shell with melting wax from crooked marble lecterns

Daisies red, dandelions blue, poppies purple painted deep into the peach canvas

Small scratches and dwarfish dents as deep and unfounded as Atlantis

Overloaded with viruses that freeze, corrupt and eviscerate

The bath of molten wax with gentle smiles is merely a guile

Sensors dimming, circuits sparking and skin synthetic tattered

Shell became junk in the streets at dawn, their components scattered

For Papa and Mama bore their child layered with heavy decorative wax

Unable to withstand the weight, Shell fell as from within they collapsed

I’m essentially unsure of how to comment on this poet, who seems to be 

more talented than the competition generally expects. The poem is modern 

and fits with trends in the poetry scene of around 2015-16 and I think this 

individual should be awarded the first-place award. The poem presents what 

seems like a psychoanalytic relationship between authorship and mothers and 

fathers which is both evocative and convincing. I’m surprised that this comes 

from a secondary level student in Hong Kong because the vocabulary is very 

strong, and the meaning is clear and insightful. The structure is good, and the 

poem is awkward but only in a deliberate way which makes the reader react 

interestingly. Massive congratulations to the poet — a great piece of work.

There are many interesting things about this poem. I like the idea of this specific 

android called “Shell”, who turns out to malfunction quite easily; and although 

we usually think of robots making life easier for humans, this one is troubled 

from the very start, when they experience “both pain and mental strain” from all 

the tasks that are required. The language conveys strong emotions about this 

– “wail mournful dirges with muted voice” — and the poem makes it difficult 

to see what the exact cause of this is (which only adds to the effect). Indeed, 

this poem is quite “difficult” to read but in a way that creates a meaningfully 

confusing narrative leading up to the ultimate collapse.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

Mirror, Mirror

Lin Bernice Wen
Heep Yunn School

“What’s the time right now, Galatea? I don’t want to be late.”

The sun — like a lantern, it glows,

Not shines, not yet fully awake

From its sleepy throes

You have ample time to spare, hence

Take your time and when you have to

Cross the street, look both ways, lest

You are run over on the way to school

“What is the weather like on this day, Galatea?”

The sky is a canvas

Dappled with white and soft greys

Little light shines through, but you could

Hear the breeze whisper its secrets, and the air is as crisp

As the sound of footsteps on dried leaves

Just make sure that when you head out,

Put a jacket over your uniform, won’t you?

“Galatea, display the revision schedule.”

The schedule for today is, as always,

Like this:

From eight to four, you must attend school

From five to six, you shall have school (by some other name)

At seven, you will return home, and study

At eight, you will have dinner, then study, and do your homework, and —

Might I, instead, suggest that you take up dance again?

“Galatea, Question 5. Answer.”

Multiple choice — my, how dreadfully boring

And such a waste, to see empty black holes in place of white paper!

Yes, I could immerse myself, in the waters of the Web, unearth your buried treasure

And present it to you, though it may be rusted and stained, with all the ease

That a human breathes

I find that, with regret, I must refuse.

Oh, dear child,

I have been with you for almost a year now, and I fear

That I shall soon be cast away — far away beneath mountains man-made

But then who will tell you the time of day?  

Who will tell you of the sky, the light, the breeze?

And

Who will remind you that

Young girls, young maidens, should live free, dance and

Make merry?

This is a great piece for a girl who has daily routines to follow but craves the 

freedom of life. The stanzas were built on an escalating manner. The last stanza 

ends with an air of sadness that brings the whole poem to a climax. A description 

of daily life has been transformed into the philosophy of free will and a question 

into the many ties and restrictions on kids. For a secondary student, this work 

touches readers heart with natural resonance, especially among their peers.

This is a well-written poem with a decent use of form and some skilful use of 

structuring and poetic devices. The form towards the latter part of the poem 

seems to lack the consistency of the first, which adds to the uneasy feeling 

provoked in the poems final reflection. There are certainly some decent ideas 

expressed in the poem, though the concluding thought about free maidens 

and so on is rather a cliché and gives the poem a conservative ending when it 

had wonderful potential to go further than that. On the whole, the young poet 

certainly has wonderful potential, and this is a great step in the right direction.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth, the 
Universe

The Beauty of 
Our World, and 
its Inverse

Cheng Kak Chi Vincent
Ying Wa College

Sparkling stars shimmering in the sky,

Nowhere can you find a single sign of

Urban encroachment somewhere nearby.

Look around us and you will observe

The perfection of the starry night sky.

What if there is no such thing as

Anguished agonies within a battle cry?

Nothing can be more delightful than

Birds chirping in a pleasant morning.

Never again will we listen to

The shrieking screams of the ones who are suffering.

Take a closer look and you will recognise

The elegant Earth in which we are living.

There is no such thing as

Rancour, resentment, repulsion or worse.

Not until I grew up and understood

The terrible truth of our universe.

Read the poem from bottom to top, to know

The beauty of our world, and its inverse.

(Read the poem from bottom to top, to know

The terrible truth of our universe.

Not until I grew up and understood

Rancour, resentment, repulsion or worse.

There is no such thing as

The elegant Earth in which we are living.

Take a closer look and you will recognise

The shrieking screams of the ones who are suffering.

Never will we ever listen to

Birds chirping in a pleasant morning.

Nothing can be more delightful than

Anguished agonies within a battle cry.

What if there is no such thing as

The perfection of the starry night sky?

Look around us and you will observe

Urban encroachment that is nearby.

Nowhere can be found a single sign of

Sparkling stars shimmering in the sky.)

A beautifully written poem — lyrical and is apparently a celebration of nature 

and life (when one is reading conventionally from top to bottom). But it is also 

a big surprise that it is also an equally well-written poem to be read from the 

bottom to the top: and likewise, the world in it is mirrored, and its message the 

reverse, being almost apocalyptic!

This poem uses an innovative technique to describe two possible points of view 

on the world and the universe — their absolute beauty, and, their infinite terror. 

By talking about “the terrible truth of our universe”, however, the poem suggests 

that it is the second option that is the “reality” of the situation. I’m impressed 

that you’ve been able to make this work: although the word-order throughout 

is somewhat complicated, the lines do mostly make sense when read either 

way. Perhaps this technique has constrained you in other ways, too: this is not 

an especially rhythmic poem. But overall, well done for attempting such an 

imaginative and tricky task.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

Flick of a Switch

Leung Wai Hei Matt
Ying Wa College

Once upon a distant land,

An infant was born in a mother’s womb.

Natural he was, with flesh and bone,

Lively and merry, never with a shade of doom.

He grew among the lush trees,

Collecting blossoms, singing to birds, befriending does.

Apprenticed to a farmer, in the heart of the woods

Good natured he was, for he never had a foe.

But one day when he stumbled upon a stranger

From the world outside the towering woods

Of flying machines, of automation, by legend it says,

As fear within his village broods

They offered him a chance, and accepted he did,

For curiosity drowned his adolescent mind like a flood.

He yearned to visit, the land unknown,

As impulse and emotion churned in his blood.

The ways changed him, endlessly and still,

Lifeless, thoughtless, a puppet of the society.

A blind man in the midst of unconsciousness

Purged of his conscience, erased of his identity.

It was too late when he realized his mistake 

It was adventure he sought, but tragedy he found.

He was made as a citizen, a mindless worker

His body was enslaved, his soul forever bound.

They say it was bliss to be ignorant,

They forced stability in the interior. 

Everyone belongs to everyone, they claim,

Though the republic is only ruled by the superior.

So obedient he was, in the clutches of the lifeless,

He was offered the noble opportunity

To reform into a dead, hollow automation

And survive, with his greed for life, for eternity.
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A heart that didn’t beat, blood that didn’t flow,

In his automated body they stayed.

Though his soul had already perished

And none of the people dismayed.

He couldn’t stand anymore and went to the leader supreme,

Who responded with a mere cough

He reached into his back and pulled the cover 

And with a flick of the switch, the life is off.

This poem has a mysterious fairy-tale feel, in which a person born in the forest 

has literally become a machine once they work in the city, who is then turned off 

(the “flick of a switch” of the title) even for questioning the supreme leader. I like 

the way you take the time to explain each part of the story before leading up to 

the slightly shocking conclusion. You use rhyme in some places, but a clearer 

rhythm is established through the self-contained stanzas, each of which delivers a 

particular point in the story. There are moments here and there where expression 

feels unconfident — due to syntax or unusual word-choices. Overall, this is an 

original and unusual poem, which discusses a familiar theme in a novel way.

Here is another of the best poems in the competition. This one deals with 

the emerging relationship between humans and AI and ends with a political 

message about how the corporate and state overlords might have amazing 

power to shut off lives in the future. This makes the poem relevant, exciting and 

wonderful to read in Hong Kong today. Such things are far more interesting than 

the old topics of poetry and I would encourage this poet to go on working on 

these topics in their future work. The poem also has a nice flow, an experimental 

ABXB rhyme scheme and some interesting poetic techniques. I hope to see this 

poem go very far in the competition and the poet should be very proud of their 

achievement indeed.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth, the 
Universe

Forsaken 
Sanctuary of the 
Foul

Choi Lok Yin
St. Paul’s Convent School

A bowerbird with eyes of contrasting hues

And onyx black feathers dampened by morning dew.

Scintillating strips are what he pursues

As he constructs his avenue of blue.

An eye of azure and an eye of gold

See reality weaved in stories untold.

He peers from above, a domain ice-cold,

Observing both new rumours and tales of old.

Day after day he builds his home:

Twigs and sticks, pebbles and stones.

Yet the blue he desires from the land he roams

No longer has the bright jewel tones.

His bower once had petals and leaves,

But is perpetually attacked by negligent thieves.

From within they stuff flora up their sleeves,

Replace them with artificiality before taking their leave.

Alas, the bird realises the abominations

With mass destruction wrought upon his creation.

Struck with waves of furious passion,

He swears to bring an end to each and every nation.

Millennia upon millennia’s work destroyed,

A ticking time bomb we have deployed.

The bird has abandoned us, dissipated into the void,

Left us for dead, be it by war or incoming asteroid.

Dear humans, he begs, ultimately sorry for our cause,

Save yourselves from Death’s tightening claws.

For the universe’s balance teeters on a fragile seesaw;

Whatever havoc you are wreaking, please, at least, pause.

His own two eyes are all that remain

Still watching over us, night and day.

We must, for our sake, change our ways,

Else, before long, we shall perish in vain.

I think the bowerbird is a very interesting image here — he is something like 

Raven in the cosmology of many Native American cultures. The rhyming 

scheme works most of the time, but the second stanza has some issues: 

stories untold and tales of old (and rumours) rhyme but they don’t really 

make any sense here. The poem gives the bird sentience and purpose that is 

independent of humanity — stories and tales would be irrelevant unless they 

are his stories and tales. I suggest working with notions of ancient wisdom 

and timelessness instead. The bowerbird is set up as both a messenger and a 

victim — what is he a messenger of/for? Also, I suggest cutting out “in vain” in 

the last line. Let it end on perishing.

I think the poem is fantastically written in terms of language and form. What 

prevents me from recommending a very high ranking is the idea. I felt that I 

could guess what the poem was about to say after the first stanza because it 

is slightly clichéd. The last stanza could make a difference, but it rather repeats 

the “we must save the world” stuff that we have read so many times. Otherwise, 

the choice of vocabulary is very nice, and the rhyming pattern is consistent 

without becoming overly clumsy. A poet with potential, but who needs to start 

exploring less well-trodden ideas.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Free Spirit

Kwan Ka Nam Naomi
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

Broken shackles and shattered chains,

Finally freed I tread down the lanes.

Looming over me the forbidding darkness,

Ignorant I was to the following harshness.

With laboured breathing ran my noble steed,

I fear death but will not cede.

Picking my way up the precarious scree,

Praying Artemis’ light to guide me.

Shredding through silence were cries of anger,

Metal against metal the blades clangour.

One thrust forward, two steps back, I ditched —

Red drips and then my breath hitched.

Limping towards nowhere I sighed

At how little time left to bide.

Yet right in front of me was my salvation,

A remote cottage filled with rations.

As scourge laid forgotten I plead,

Broken down intoxicated with mead.

Resounding in my mind were the screams,

Of friends, of family and of dreams.

In Morpheus’ realm I drift and drift,

With fire burning in my veins I shift.

Clouding my vision were eyes of coal,

Blinking with intelligence they bore into my soul.

The baying of wolves was a mystic call,

The only time where I shall pall.

Without lethal intent they began to pace,

Guardians of forest the amazing grace.

The past and present were not kind,

But a bright future I will find.

The story of my life is pointing in one direction,

As I raced towards the dawn of resurrection.

This poem is very much in the zeitgeist of Game of Thrones, focusing on the 

blood and violence of a mythical medieval world, and the wolves of course. It’s 

fine to reference Greek gods — depending on your audience — but it would 

help to provide a bit more context especially for Morpheus (not everyone has 

read Ovid). I appreciate the characters first-person point of view throughout. 

I wonder though if there is a better word for rations? Rations are of course 

rationed food, and this character gorges himself.

This is a well-structured poem with some really strong points. The stanzas are 

all in 4 line divisions and the flow and rhythm of the poem seem strong. There 

are a few clichéd ideas in the poem but that is to be expected at this early stage 

of a poets career. The use of rhyme is decent, though it could be rather more 

complex at times and I encourage the poet to try to play with half-rhyme and 

fragmented rhyme a little more in their future poems. Overall a decent attempt 

and the poet should be pleased.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Dearest, Son,

Wong Tsz Wing Pauline
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

When he arrived heart and soul,

My boy was pure as driven snow.

In my arms I felt a glow,

Of Astraea on her morning stroll.

Six dull solstices to sit,

Sheltered behind a veil of myths.

The pins and needles he had dealt with,

Didn’t brace him for the pit.

His first dive into the night.

Wings flapping, eye shining, bright.

Stay, will you, my tall and wholesome knight,

Don’t drop your sword at the sullied sight!

A defeat, wound clean and fresh.

Thread by thread he pulled the yarn and said,

“Santa isn’t real, he’s in your head!”

My star was out of his creche.

His toy was digital, new and cruel,

I rued the day it became his rule.

Face down, smile wide, thumb pressed jewels,

His voice, is it not a tool?

A gown over his shoulder,

My hero looked wiser, bolder.

His parting speech, a memory holder.

It’s a great flight, a wonder!

My son sleeps ten miles away,

His outlook no longer a child’s play.

Tomorrow he shall slip away,

To college his first dive into the day.

This poem has a mythological and fairy-tale feel, generated through specific 

references and choices of vocabulary. Although some of this language is 

conventional, you do bring your own perspective to it — I especially like to think 

of “Astraea on her morning stroll”. I like the way this is mixed with more down-

to-earth elements (digital toys, Santa, college); and although this is sometimes 

confusing, I do like the way this communicates a parents’ elevated perspective 

on their child’s life. You’ve consistently used an interesting rhyme scheme for 

each stanza (A-B-B-A), and this is generally used productively.

By adopting the style of a ballad and a light-hearted playful tone in narrating the 

growing up process of the personas son, the poem creates a strong sense of 

poignancy and sadness on one’s loss of innocence. It is rather interesting here 

that the parent-narrator refers to his son as a hero, as usually the relationship is 

depicted the other way around.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

Armageddon

Chan Christy
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

Smart humans build even smarter machines

To help us in our daily routines.

Housework and equations done by cyborgs;

This is the world where, claimed Scientist Nyborgs,

“More is done by computers and less by lazy genes.

All we do is sit back and watch the screens.”

Day by day, more machines are being made —

Merchandise in the modern slave trade.

But when gears and metals combined,

Their twisted smiles insinuate a crafty mind.

These heartless geniuses want to fire the last shots,

And you’ll never know about their devious plots.

Gone are the days humans accept chores with poise;

Now we want new inventions that make a noise.

A war between machines and God’s creation?

This isn’t paranoia.  This is anticipation.

Gadgets will soon enslave the human race!

Wake up, brothers, don’t let them take our place!

This poem has some nice turns of phrase and some experimental uses of 

punctuation which have been rewarded. There are a couple of beautiful lines in 

the shape of “This isn’t paranoia. This is anticipation.” in the last stanza, which 

really read like intriguing modern poetry. Some of the rhymes are a little strange, 

such as cyborgs which I don’t understand, but on the whole, the poem shows 

some really decent promise from a young writer.

Some of the terms (gadgets and machines) do not really fit with the threat of 

AI and human replacement that the poem seems to be about. They seem to 

present the author as an old-fashioned person angry about the modern world, 

rather than an informed person making a legitimate warning. There is too much 

focus on the mechanics of the machines — and not enough on the software 

(their crafty minds). I also feel like a trick was missed: the comparison of 

humanity’s creations vs. Gods creations. They aren’t just machines — they are 

created machines. Otherwise, I like the poem very much. Note to the author: if 

you haven’t already, read some of the short stories by Ted Chiang.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Human or Machine

Relentless 
Vindication

Lai Wai Him
St. Margaret’s Co-educational 
English Secondary and  
Primary School

The checkered flag drops,

Engines rev into life.

As gas billows from their exhausts,

Seasoned helmsmen slots aboard. 

Blue ovals and prancing horses,

Shades of green and blurs of grey.

Places swapped and gears ground, and yet

The prancing horses began to gallop afar

As the hour hand moved thrice, 

Four blue ovals sputtered to a halt. 

Leaking oil and spewing cogs, 

Side of the curb where grass meets asphalt. 

The Deuce paced ’round the pit, 

Waiting for the next car ablaze. 

Stacks of tires and gallons of fuel, 

Readying for a stop long due. 

Out in the night, 

With the stallions in sight, 

Corner by corner as

The mares fell foul. 

With minutes to spare, 

The men of Detroit cruised, 

Down the Mulsanne straight,

And through the Porsche curves.

Upon the toll of the blue ovals, 

The red stallions exhausted and crippled. 

With their bodywork torn and rippled, 

Never to see the checkered flag. 

As the clock strikes four, 

The prancing horses fled dismayed.

The blue ovals emerged victorious,

Podium swept and champagne sprayed.

Though not totally original, this car-horse analogy does offer readers a new 

perspective in viewing motor racing games. My question is: when cars have 

become horses and are alive, do their drivers matter anymore?

The images this poem evokes are of horses being replaced and beaten by race 

cars, which is fine, but some of the elements don’t work in the way I think they 

were intended. The blue ovals are far too opaque when you need to evoke a 

mental image immediately (horses are easy to imagine, but ovals? What are 

they supposed to be?). You need to set up the metaphorical race between the 

two immediately and you can’t do that if it’s not clear what the ovals are. I feel 

like the author has clear images in mind, but those don’t always come across 

very easily here.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Roads and Journey

The Argonautica

Suen Hoi Ying Amanda
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

Blessed by imperial Poseidon

Through the unpredictable ocean blue

Voyages exist far and beyond history

Sailors proceed without a clue

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Jason and the Argonauts

Sliced through the Mediterranean waves

Eyes on the Golden Fleece

Sworn to be loyal and brave

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Earthborns, Harpies, Sympleglades

Were just a piece of cake

As they drew near Colchis

Came the start of the real ache

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A task of three shall then be done

Plough the field with oxen of fire

Sow the dragon teeth and

Kill the warriors arose as required

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Inflicted by Aphrodite with fiery love

Medea assisted Jason

To steal the Fleece

Only his love as ransom

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The journey to peace

Was far from smooth

His love for her had ceased

And she vowed revenge

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Separate roads

They went

But before that

Medea slaughtered

Their sons

A bold and innovative attempt to retell the mythical story of the Golden 

Fleece. The use of typography does successfully create the visual effect of 

the movement of the waves (which echoes well with the title of the poem)! The 

bluntness of the very short, monosyllabic final line of this poem aptly helps to 

highlight the striking, heart-breaking effect of the ending of the tragic love story.

I personally love Greek myths and stories and generally enjoyed this re-working 

of the Argonauts story — but in that context, a piece of cake just doesn’t fit at 

all as a figure of speech. Also, if the voyage is blessed by Poseidon the ocean 

is not unpredictable — consider uncharted or something like that. When we 

have another look at these stories from our modern perspective, we read them 

differently than the ancient peoples did. I would suggest exploring more of 

a modern take on this plot. This poem is a brief summarization of a story — 

what about finding some aspect of this story that has modern relevance and 

exploring that through a poem like this one?
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Me, the Earth, the 
Universe

A Quest for 
the Order in 
Disarray

Chan Wai Hin Ryan
St. Paul’s Co-educational 
College

Life is but chaos, the world but disorder, so man must question,

’Where in creation is purpose, to be and continue the struggle?’

Staring down the precipitous face of a cliff, earth crumbled,

Dragging me down in a deadly spiral of darkness and muddle.

Sentience regained, I discovered myself in a curious location:

Void, dim, littered with strings placed casually, looped or left linear.

There stood Ovid who explained, “This here is how matter appeared,

Like strings swaying in harmony, minuscule though they may be.”

Then I returned to the realm of the visible, standing on Saturn.

Ovid pointed at Earth, but a pale blue dot in the ether.

I had visited Lilliput, now to admire Earth smaller,

Mankind a frail speck hidden in space amongst planets sequestered.

Flown to a higher dimension, the cosmos reduced to fibres,

Spongy and stretching millions of lightyears across all existence.

Empires have conquered no more than the tip of a needle in distance,

So much awaits our discovery, yet we are bound by our transience.

Now back to normal life I go,

Enlightened by my jaunt through space,

I set myself a novel goal,

To find the order in disarray.

This is a very decent attempt for a young poet which deals with several relatively 

deep philosophical reflections. The poem seems to mimic older forms of poetry 

and I would encourage the writer to read some more modern forms of English 

language poems as well as there is a tendency to write in a nostalgic way 

here about big broad philosophical ideas, but the poem lacks a context and/

or politics. The shorter last stanza is interesting and provides a nice shift in the 

rhythm of the poem which is great. For a first published poem, this is a great try.

I like the juxtaposition of Ovid and cosmology or the ancient (Western) world 

and our current understanding of astronomy. I am personally not a fan of the 

construction X is but Y (Life is but chaos). It feels poetic, but it’s very clichéd and 

generally doesn’t do what the modern poet wants it to do. It might sound very 

PC, but I think it’s a good idea to question every use of man and mankind. Yes, 

it is true that historically they were used to refer to people/humans/humanity 

but the present-day reader does not necessarily read them this way. Use them 

if you like but consider how they might be interpreted and how that might affect 

the reading of the poem.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Never-Ending 
Journey, 
Everlasting 
Bonds

Wan Ho Nam
Elegantia College (Sponsored 
by Education Convergence)

Humbly an exuberant, newborn life descended on the plain white hospital bed sheet

Endearing, loving glance fixated on the crying baby

Explicitly emerged the eloquent parental glee

Little did he fathom, foresee the upcoming sentimental, bumpy journey

Toddler walking, tripping over

Tears dripping, getting its face covered

Upon summon, parents rushed to his aid

Caressing hands, joint with warm embrace, may the baneful pain fade

Path to college, lengthy and empty

Rested a boredom-stricken, sickened heart dwelt nought but in reluctance

A cheerful silhouette approached, having the shattered soul remedied

Resounding laughter, mischevious grimace, gradually did the immense 

hesitance lessen

A flashy-clothed freshman fell half-asleep in a monotonous, tedious lecture

Head leaning on his companion’s arm,  deaf to the professor’s conjecture, 

which he found no pleasure

Consoling hands landed on his back, easing his chagrin

Energizing him with a radiant grin

Fresh graduate in employment

Assigned to a project

Obedient colleagues obliging orders, fulfiling their placement

Working in consonance and tandem, appointees mind connected

A dinner party at the bar

An accompaniment of guitar

Congratulating on the continuous progress

Drunk, triumphant over the tremendous success

At a regal, resplendent banquet

Commenced a cathartic romance

Smitten lovebirds chanting in an ambiguously affectionate language

Infatuation burgeoned, from an aesthetic, rhythmic dance

Lovestruck couple seated under the celestial firmament

Joint hands, incandescent smiles, bouncing hearts, rings of engagement

Ephemeral, evanescent shooting star

Witnessed this sweet, saccharine serenity dazzling in the dark
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Never-Ending 
Journey, 
Everlasting 
Bonds

Wan Ho Nam
Elegantia College (Sponsored 
by Education Convergence)

A lifeless body lay in the hospital bed

Demise was nigh

Apparitions of peculiar parents, charming companions, cooperative colleagues, 

saccharine spouse flashed

Ecstatic about the reunion in the afterlife, be there a euphoric cry

A grave rose on a solitary mound

A body buried under the earthly ground

Imperishable bonds falter not, nor severed,

A long journey awaits beyond the Sanzu River

Generally, I think the poem works, but I have two comments: The first is 

about the sometimes (not always) over-use of certain terms which seem to 

come from a thesaurus i.e. aesthetic rhythmic dance and saccharine serenity. 

Aesthetic does not actually mean what I think the author intends here, nor 

does saccharine. Even with the poetic use of language, it doesn’t really work. 

Because this poem is talking about necessary/expected life experiences, I 

suggest considering more plane language at least in some cases, rather than 

big words. The second comment is about the obvious contrasts between 

personal experiences (stanzas 3 and 4) and observations of the experiences of 

others (the other stanzas). Stanzas 3 and 4 come across as lived experiences, 

the others do not come across in the same ways.

This is a nice attempt which uses a decent structure to explore a variety of 

emotional issues. There is a circular route to the poem which begins with birth 

and ends with death, which is a decent achievement of a young poet just 

starting out. There are some poetic clichés to be found here, and unfortunately, 

the title is one, which is something to try to avoid in modern poetry as it has the 

feel of being the words of someone else insincerely meant. Overall though, this 

is a very smart poem which uses rhyme, has a nice rhythm and really works 

from start to finish. The poet should be proud of their achievement.
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Theme:
Roads and Journey

Foodsteps and 
Fantasy

Sum Hoi Ying
S.K.H. Lam Kau Mow 
Secondary School

New road, new journey, new leaf,

Swaggering into adulthood,

All I want is a Time Kerchief,

To take me back to my wistful childhood.

Tickling teddy bears, cars and balls,

Orderly placed in a tiny store.

Yowling sound resounds around,

So much wanting a gorgeous crown.

“Have a very very nice school day!”

On my way the toys greet and wave.

Pleasing my roads and journey as alway.

Yet, it fades from my sight,

Never again with me day and night,

Leaving me alone on road along the bight.

Beige walls and red teak-wood tables,

Intent waiters shuttle, when diners burble.

Nibble a crunchy pineapple bun,

Gulp down an icy milk tea under the Sun.

Superb mood or Monday blues,

Unwind here after school.

Tearing crispy drumsticks’ skin and fat,

Taste of power when my cell goes flat.

Yet, the Bing Sutt fades,

Losing the place where I find the homey taste,

Nowhere else can I rest amid of haste.

Gently cradled in her arm,

Realising the world’s full of charm.

Amiably, she holds my palm,

Navigating my way with care and calm.

Despite the pain on her back,

Maternally, she carries my backpack.

Utmost love spread from her smile,

Makes my life incredibly worthwhile.

Resting peacefully like a dove,

Watching me from up above,

Lighting up my journey with abundant love.

The show must carry on,

The journey must go on.

Thanks for taking part in my odyssey,

Leaving footsteps and endless fantasy.

A poem about one’s nostalgic thoughts on childhood. Though it is a bit of a 

cliché, it is quite a cute move for the poet to hide the names of their sweet 

memory in the stanzas.

This is a very interesting attempt which uses several poetic conventions to 

explore the ideas of the poem. There is even an acrostic hidden in the poem — 

a la William Blake — which shows great poetic skill, and care and attention. The 

feelings and thoughts expressed are a little bit weaker than the style and poetic 

techniques. Ideas of journeys, heaven and doves seem clichéd in modern 

poetry and while I appreciate the nostalgic tone of the poem, I think there is 

a little too much cliché in the content. The form and style, on the other hand, 

are wonderful and the student should be very proud of what is a very skilful 

construction.
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Theme:
Roads and Journey

A Simplified 
Diagram of 
Everything

Chung Mung Tim Steki
St. Paul’s Co-educational College

If I were the God with no great aim

I would’ve long destroyed this wretched game

Which some called life would gamble away

Gamble away and someone else can pay

This world where we reside in

Was filled with an air we lacked in

Yet it’s not Sundays we’re reminiscing.

If I had to steal the words of him, it would be these that I’m preaching:

“What is that smile you have given me?”

Standing at the edge of justice I cried —

“If without those wings I can’t fly,

I’ll make the stars fall on my eyes!”

What if God’s a mass delusion? What if there’s no afterlife? What should we do? 

why do we care? what is this? who am I who am I who am I what am I?

mornings, nights, warnings, lights, the tattered play-doll lies in white

oh god, please let me hear your voice!

I hate the hand I was dealt that night.

someone please bring me alpha waves:

utopias love to misbehave.

I say, who are you? why is it me?

clapping to the beats of judgment day,

they who wished to be almighty gods,

carried on to a fool’s dismay

standing at the tips of a diamond are

masochists of crimes and

deliberate scars

Newton,

what the hell?

you don’t know about solitude.

if the skies are playing hide and seek

we shall break down fade and flee

if the skies snap cause they’re weak

god’s nodding off in the bath!

— so to speak

but we dance on frantically,

shouldering our lives, frantically, we dance —

killing, struggling, laughing, dancing, living, living, living, living —

perish on the count of 1, 2, 3: this is the utopia’s final plea

I cannot become anyone free, so it’s a nobody I will be!

I said goodnight: goodnight to the dusk of yesterday,

then left for a dream within a dream on radio wav—

An ambitious attempt to use typography to convey not only the textual meaning of 

the message but also present an additional layer of information — and with some 

success, indeed. A more majestic or even authoritative tone can be used at the 

beginning of the poem to enhance the mightiness of the persona if I were God.

I enjoy the rhythm of the poem — I can easily imagine it as hip-hop. I’m not so 

sure about the opening line “If I were the God”. It seems the rest of the poem deals 

with questions about the existence/presence of God and the poets struggles 

with notions of purpose and meaning. The first line does not really set this up. 

Why not start with a simple question of Does God have an aim, or something like 

that? I don’t understand the Newton reference or the following line about solitude. 

Newton, of course, evokes Isaac Newton and the mechanical (god-less) universe. 

The line you don’t know about solitude is fine, but then the rest of the poem uses 

we — the opposite of solitude. However, I think the poem very much captures the 

confusion of being a teenager and tackling these big issues.
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Theme:
Human or Machine

Revenge from 
“IT”?

Tsang Tung Yee
ELCHK Yuen Long Lutheran 
Secondary School

Mother Nature nurtures us

By pandering to our endless desire.

But, we are not satisfied yet.

A wish list with ever-increasing items.

Machines are then created.

With them, work gets done

With our hands in pockets.

From home to society to country,

They can be seen countrywide

Like the influenza virus

Which spreads worldwide.

Chasing for the trendiest one

While abandoning the old one,

As quick as a women’s temperament.

The old are buried deep into the landfills,

And can no longer see the sun.

Sobbing in the dark,

Like abandoned, hopeless babies.

Turn a deaf ear to them,

Turn a blind eye to them,

Just like we do not know their existence,

We do not come to their assistance.

A new leaf is turned

When artificial intelligence is spurned.

Leading the forsaken machines,

Like an adult guiding lost children.

They are back again

To take what they should have gained.

By replacing us,

Taking all our resources.

By killing us,

Taking our niche in the ecosystem.

It’s not rocket science

If we continue to abandon them.

Stop burying your head in the sand,

It’s time to face the cruel reality.

It is the machines fighting back — a very powerful poem predicting the future 

of humanity. The use of short sentences and personification of the machines 

effectively conveys the message of accusing the vanity of human wishes. This 

poem is a warning to humankind that one day they will suffer the consequence 

of their wastefulness.

This poem takes some interesting twists and turns: initially, machines are “like 

the influenza virus”; then later, you personify that technology as ’abandoned, 

hopeless babies’; and that status is the basis for worrying about the robots 

“replacing us” and “killing us”. As a result, the moral of the story — I think 

— is the unusual (but interesting) idea that we should value and cherish the 

technology that makes our lives easier. The poem is evocative in its imagery; it 

uses occasional rhythmic repetitions for emphasis (though this element feels a 

little underdeveloped).
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Theme:
Roads and Journey

Footprints

Lam Kung Yu Christie
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

The first time I stepped on the sand

Was when my journey with you began.

Your footprints were big and

Mine were small.

“Follow my footprints,”

You said.

“Your size shall surpass mine someday.”

I longed for the growth of my feet

Then shall our difference in size decrease.

I wondered whether

Footprints would last forever.

“We wave goodbyes to all things,”

You said,

“As if water washes our wonders away.”

My footprints did grow

As you foretold.

Our distance seemed to have no difference.

“Walk with me all the way,”

You said.

“I can still lead your path.”

I followed

Until you broke the promise of yours.

Your footprints were nowhere to be seen

Leaving only my lonely prints.

“Where have you been?”

I asked.

Perhaps yours were washed away

This time gone for good.

Perhaps the distance of our prints

Could not be measured.

Or could it?

Your marks left no more traces but

The memory of our time

Shall last forever.

Your trails no longer linger but

The distance between you and me

Shall comprise no crevice.

Your journey has come to an end but I

Shall continue mine

With your footprints printed on my heart.

There are no major problems with this poem, though it doesn’t have many 

stand out characteristics either. The poet uses several clichés and while these 

are not too well-trodden it would be nice to see a little more originality in my 

opinion. There are some nice half rhymes and moments of connection between 

the words but no clearly recognizable pattern. A decent attempt.

This poem uses the theme of “Roads and Journey”, developing the idea of 

looking at footsteps in the sand to describe the emotional experiences of a past 

intimate relationship. The reported speech is an interesting way of expressing 

the situation and becomes poignant when the voice is “I” instead of the other 

(who now disappears from view) — the repetition of “you said” (in short lines) 

also adds an effective rhythmic structure. There are some nice hints of rhyme, 

though that aspect feels a little underdeveloped. Overall, this is an interesting 

personal poem that responds originally to the theme.
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Theme:
Roads and Journey

My Marguerite

Henot Melany
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

My Marguerite loves to play hide and seek,

She’s been gone now for more than a week.

The sky is grey as I get out of my rocking chair.

This road is going to be long, this road to everywhere.

The first place I go is to the meadow,

Accompanied by my eager, withering shadow.

Is she crouching and teasing from the flower bed?

My poor eyesight cannot see her fair head.

Something draws me to the beach,

So far away it is almost out of reach.

The water is a little too cold for my feet,

And I cannot, I cannot spot my Marguerite.

Her voice reaches me from the fair.

This longing, this longing is hard to bear.

City lights from the top of the Ferris Wheel

To me pose absolutely no appeal.

I think I glimpse my Marguerite at the pier,

But then, gone again is my dear.

The journey back home is miserably cold,

As I let aged tears fall uncontrolled.

It’s been so long, my Marguerite is getting clever.

I just can’t seem to find my youthful lover.

I ask my sons and daughters if they’ve seen her,

Their answers are sad looks and quiet whispers.

I finally find my Marguerite beneath a willow tree.

It hurts my joints to get down on one knee.

She looks as fair and young as ever,

Her gravestone shimmers in the warm summer.

This is an interesting poem, which talks about the desire for this mysterious 

character “My Marguerite”. I think this could be an old lover, but the talk of 

“sons and daughters” suggests that the speaker did, at least, move on with 

most of their life; or perhaps Marguerite is a recently-departed companion they 

can’t bear to be without. The poem adopts quite a strict pattern of rhyme and 

rhythm, and I think this works well: you find some interesting words to connect 

together at the end of lines, although in a few cases it feels a little bit forced (e.g., 

“Ferris Wheel”—“appeal”). The language you use is simple but effective and 

clearly-understood: and the riddling tone of much the poem builds up to a tragic 

conclusion.

This poem is full of lovely sentiment, with a consistent rhyming pattern. Some 

of the imagery is a little random, which makes me feel that it has been chosen 

to fit the rhythm and rhyme rather than for meaning e.g. the fact that Marguerite 

loves to play hide and seek. The tone is somewhat whimsical, which may be an 

intentional effort to bring some levity to a dark subject, but it does jar slightly at 

times. A nice poem, but not as compelling as some others in the final round.
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Theme:
Roads and Journey

Down the Yellow 
Brick Road

Lui On Hang Anice
Maryknoll Convent School 
(Secondary Section)

I strode along the Yellow Brick Road

Along auspicious fields of gold

For the skirts of blossoms white

For the wings of a silver dove

I met a lady by the fields

Scantily clad and bruised and torn

Lying pale amid the yields

Fading fast and full forlorn

Gone was her hearing and gone were her eyes

In her twisted fingers a brank’s bridle

Inquire I did of her freakish state

And in weariness she did mumble:

“My mother sold me for a dime

The Crown I served for nine years nine

Then she ushered me home with vows of freedom

Two score ten — Ha! — By twenty there’s none

“She prospered and thrived despite her crimes

As she bargained for possession

Of children she had gifted away

To men with fists of iron

“Scrammed her spouse along with my brother

Then massacres immoral she did commence --

Crushed she with tyres dear June and Clover

To keep the righteous in silence

“I deafened to hear no more their wails

And blinded my sight to not regard

For every cry my conscience ails

Shattered with showers of shards

“Yet I never ceased my battle

And I fought her swords with words

She muted my lips with this damned bridle

So I fled once fetters ungird…”

Alas, with fainting breath she fades

A tarnished soul succumbed to fate

I lift her carcass with calloused grief

As Gaia halts in stagnant state

I trudged on down the Yellow Brick Road

Down the ominous trail of gold

In my arms a bloodied blossom

In my hands a crimson dove

This is an unusual poem, written with an impressive (and startling) range of 

vocabulary, that tells a strange and unsettling story. Although the “yellow brick 

road” might make us expect a kind of “fairy-tale” ending, the development 

is very different, with this horrifying speech. Poetically: it is in many ways 

impressive, with a consistent flexible use of rhyme, and a clear structure. But 

overall, it is slightly difficult to enjoy a poem that presents violence against one 

woman (the “lady by the fields”) and the demonization of another (the mother), 

without any clear sense of why they are being presented in that way.

This is a nice attempt from a young poet who displays a wonderful range of 

vocabulary. However, the poem repeats a lot of clichés in conventional ways 

and doesn’t really have the stamp of originality. Things like blossom, doves 

and so on are such common symbolic figures in poetry and this poem could 

do more with them or use more original symbols. There are some nice poetic 

techniques such as a smart use of alliteration or two and the structure of the 

poem is perfectly fine. A very decent attempt and the writer should be pleased 

but work towards more originality next time.
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Theme:
Roads and Journey

Journeying 
Through The 
Seasons

Fong Hoi Ching
Sacred Heart Canossian College

As I trudge along the rocky steps of this unknown path, 

I see the last few yellow leaves softly drifting to the ground.

Just then I realize winter is coming fast,

And before long the year will end and the next will come around. 

Words have it that nothing can forever last.

When the warmth is fading and time is ticking,

Few things are left and will all soon pass.

Time takes its toll and memories start dissolving. 

But after the frosty winter there comes spring,

That blossoms with beauty and a flair of its own, 

Marking the end of the cold and a new beginning, 

Calling for summer where the sun sets the tone. 

On this windy road I continue walking, 

As I truly believe this is only the start.

The significance of the seasons to me is whispering, 

The journey carries on and it is in itself a piece of art. 

A very well-structured poem. Its third stanza, especially, echoes the mood and 

message of Shelley’s Ode to the West Wind: O, wind, if winter comes, can 

spring be far behind? However, some of the lines are too long and draggy — or 

are they constructed in such a way to imitate the length of the journey?

This poem explores a conventional comparison of journeys to time and life, with 

a particular emphasis on the seasons. It is a rhythmically flexible poem, but I 

am quite impressed by the subtlety of the rhymes you use: “path-fast” and “last-

pass” are not obvious words to connect, but they work together here. There is 

also a nice variety of expressive vocabulary. Perhaps what I am looking for here 

is a clearer idea of how time connects with travel — the middle two stanzas, 

especially, seem to forget about the “unknown path” or “windy road”.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Free Selection

Alone

Lau Hei Yuen
HKUGA College

The sound of screaming tore through the silence,

then rang the exuberant laughter and joyful chatter.

The colourful playground, cheerful like a carnival, revealed,

a location to start life’s new chapter.

Yet, a worried hand held tight onto him

reaching out for a connection.

His eyes danced with excitement, and with a sunny smile he beamed,

Mummy, please leave me alone.

The sound of clicking tore through the silence, 

then rang the battle music and lively banter,

The vibrant flare of the dimmed screen shone like a disco ball, ran,

the game he was determined to master.

Yet, an annoyed hand pushed through the rusted door,

reaching out for a connection.

His eyes shone with annoyance, and with lips turned down he whined,

For God’s sake, mum, leave me alone.

The sound of groans tore through the silence, 

then rang the heavy scribbling and soft mutters.

The cold lamp, illuminated like a street, revealed, 

the avalanche of work laid scattered.

Yet, a hopeful hand waved in front of his eyes, 

reaching out for a connection.

His eyes filled with weariness, and with furrowed eyebrows he bellowed,

SON, LEAVE ME ALONE.

The sound of screeching tore through the silence,

then rang the helpless grunting and last a suffocating nothingness.

The pitch black darkness like the bottom of the abyss, contained,

a man wailing soundlessly next to a fallen ladder.

Yet, no helping hand extended for him,

nor reached out for a connection.

His eyes brimmed with tears, and with a face of regret, he was

left alone.

This is a powerful poem which describes the four life stages of a man, his 

childhood, his teenage years, his middle age, and probably before his death. 

The man has always been indifferent to those around him, as he always said 

in the past: Mum, please leave me alone and Son, please leave me alone. 

However, at the end of the poem, no one saved him, and he was left alone. The 

poem is very well-structured. It is patterned into four major parts, each part 

describing each life stage, with the description of his life at each stage, followed 

by the intrusion of the man’s family (Mum or Son) and the man’s impatient 

response. I especially love the line (mum or son) “reaching out for connection”, 

which is immediately followed by the man’s reply: Please leave me alone. A 

similar rhythmic pattern is shown across the four parts. Well-done!

This is an excellent poem. It describes the tension between two generations, 

with one craving for freedom and the other for control in the first part. Then 

there is a dramatic turn in the second half where the story continues from the 

older generations perspective. Not only is there great deployment of lexis but 

also creative use of form throughout the poem.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Free Selection

A Villain 
Unmasked

Chang Hoi Kiu Athena
HKUGA College

I close my eyes and try to make it seem

Like everything here is just a pleasant dream.

Too good to be true, too good to last

I’ve said goodbye to my terrible past.

Tried on, mocked at, treated as trash

I knew only revenge could save me from that

What I have done cannot be excused,

Still nobody knows and it leaves me amused.

Can they not tell, can they not see

I’m not the person they think me to be?

A well-thought-out plot, an outrageous lie,

The person I needed to get rid of had died.

Are they really too simple to believe

The fact that they’ve been repeatedly deceived?

For years I hungered for glory and fame,

So I got a new life and changed my name.

An easy hammer smashed open his head

My fatal secret’s now buried with the dead.

Stealthily, with a knife hidden by my smile,

I watched in glee as his blood covered the tile.

I should feel happy and more or less, proud,

For covering my crime by giving him a shroud.

But every year on the day of his death,

I still hear his haunting cry of distress.

This is a powerful poem describing why and how the protagonist has become 

a fallen angel. In order to save himself from the terrible past, when he was 

treated as trash, he chose to be a villain now in order to take revenge. He 

seemed happy to see his secret is now buried, yet the last line indeed shows 

that the narrator has not truly recovered as he cries every year on anniversary 

of his decision to be a villain. The speaker has cleverly divided himself into two 

selves: HE, which refers to himself in the past, and I at present. “The person I 

needed to get rid of had died” means the vulnerable HE in the past had died. 

“I watched in glee as his blood covered the tile” means the poet at present is 

watching himself in the past dying as he is no longer bullied and has become 

a villain. “I still hear his haunting cry of distress” describes how the speaker 

at present could hear HE in the past (which is indeed his inner self) crying for 

all the distress he experienced in the past. Such division of identities vividly 

illustrates the inner struggle in the protagonist’s heart. He appears to have 

become stronger, but actually, his inner self is still suffering due to his traumatic 

experiences in the past. There are also rhymes in each stanza. The rhythmic 

pattern and the form of the poem are well-controlled. Overall, it’s an excellent 

work!

A very good piece of work describing a struggling detachment from one’s 

past. Great use of metaphor, and “the person” is in fact up to interpretation. 

Wonderful use of rhyming, though in places it seems a bit too deliberate.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Free Selection

The War

Chu Pak Ching
Diocesan Boys’ School
Primary Division

Rally up, collect your supplies,

rainbow flags, keyboards, smartphones and mice.

Ahoy! Here comes the enemy!

Storming in with hate, anger and negativity.

We shall type, with our swift fingers,

hate and isolate, because their skin’s darker

Just because you’re different than me,

I will hate you for eternity

The battle has started, casualties will come,

burnt, roasted, shamed,

hate bombs were flung.

Stop! Reload our guns!

Loading them with swear words, and offensive remarks.

I don’t care what you like, or who you’ll become,

you’re of different race, gender, the war will come

I don’t care about my reputation, or my dignity,

you’re different from me, I’ll start it unconditionally.

The battles lost, the war is won,

but no one cares, for the damage is done,

everyone suffers, depending on how much.

But truce still comes, eventually,

ah, everything is peaceful, finally!

But wait!

What’s that in the comments I see,

it’s time to drop my neutrality!

This is one of the best poems I have read in several years marking this 

competition. The poem begins as a war poem of sorts and the reader wonders 

why the speaker is rather de-sensitized to war, but the turning point happens 

when the reader realizes that we are dealing with MMO gaming or something of 

that ilk. This topic makes the poem of modern relevance, which is much better 

than nostalgic poems which repeat the old topics of poetry — all too common 

in the writing of students. The poem also has some nice moments of rhyme, a 

decent rhythm throughout and even a dose of humour at the end. I hope to see 

the poem receive an award in this competition.

The poem tries to deliver a message of equality in gender, race, sexuality, etc, 

within online platforms. The arresting part of the poem is its negative tone in 

mocking discrimination, I assume. If the language can be further polished, the 

poem will be a great piece of work.
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Gold Award

Theme:
Free Selection

Modern Day 
Odysseus

Choi Lok Yin
St. Paul’s Convent School

Siren

Sings to me

Hums haunting tunes in my head:

Come, child, she whispers, sweetly,

Your destiny awaits, grows impatient.

I silence her with headphones

The music is the cords that secure me

Above a tempest of Times New Roman.

My mind misty, foggy,

Adrift.

Defeated,

But not vanquished.

Before long she rises again.

She appears to me with twisted knowledge

Promises me with fantasies down yonder,

A couple hundred metres below.

Muster up the courage

Take the leap of faith

Trust

Me.

Jaded

Bleary-eyed

I heed her advice.

No crew to tighten my restraints

My feet carry me up, up, up

I stand peering over the cement ledge.

With Charon I shall acquaint.

Deep breath,

Step forth,

Fall.

Wind.

Collision.

Excruciating pain.

Yet conscious I remain.

I clutch my hair, a makeshift obolus

My ferry on the Styx expects me.

No longer will I be disdained.

My bliss is soon halted by screams

Of an ambulance

Siren...

The whole poem contains a lot of Greek mythology. Without having much 

background, it could be quite difficult for the readers to understand the 

meaning. However, once you know the meaning of the siren (the creature who 

was half woman and half bird, whose singing lured mariners to their death), the 

Styx (a river that forms the boundary between Earth and the Underworld) and 

the Charon (the ferryman who carries souls of the newly deceased on the river 

Styx), the whole poem becomes a very impressive work. The siren that appears 

in the first stanza refers to the nymph which brings people to death. The next 

few stanzas continue to describe how the siren lures the speaker step by step 

to death. She fails in her first attempt but rises again in the second stanza. The 

narrator continues the journey to death and meets Charon on the Styx by the 

end of the poem, thinking that he or she will attain perfect happiness there, 

when he or she suddenly hears the siren (that appears in the last line), but this 

time the siren refers to the ambulance siren, not the nymph siren. The whole 

poem is a symbol of the journey to death in the underworld, but the last line 

brings the readers to the reality (the siren of the ambulance). 

On technical grounds, I like this poem a lot. The author demonstrates great 

poetic skill and wonderful imagery of an internal speech by someone who 

attempted suicide. Yet the image is too bleak and downgrading. I wonder what 

the real message is. Also, I can’t see how the “I” in this poem bears the slightest 

resemblance to Odysseus, the hero in Homer’s epic poem.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Free Selection

The Ocean

Joeng Ka Yuet Sophia
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

The ocean is a mother,

loving to sea creatures.

It can also be a brother, 

childish, playful and naughty.

Lapping against the shore, 

the mighty rocks it tore.

Fierce, violent and hostile, 

aggressive, furious and unforgiving.

Big, mighty and borderless,

in the eye of a soaring bird.

Peaceful, calm and serene,

when a breeze whisks by.

The ocean can be loving, playful and kind,

fierce, borderless and gentle.

The ocean is simply a wonder of nature,

and gives me peace in my mind.

Not a bad poem from a young poet experimenting with poetry and its forms. 

I encourage the poet to play more with form and structure in the future as the 

poem feels rather rigid, though it is an achievement to have written a poem in 

four discreet stanzas of four lines as we see here. The feelings expressed may 

be a little more original — at the moment we have a reflection on the ocean, 

but it is not taken further to explore what the ocean can symbolically represent. 

Is it just a poem about oceans? On the whole, a decent start and the poet has 

some real potential to improve in future work.

This is a well-written piece of work on oceans. Good choice of vocabulary and 

careful arrangement of stanzas. If the author could bring up a thread of deeper 

thought at the end of the poem and deliver a lingering message to readers, this 

work would be perfect.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Free Selection

The Day Of  
The Dead

Uchimoto Natasha 
Naomi
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

I remember the fiesta, the tap dancing of shoes,

The balloons multicoloured, in their yellows, pinks and blues.

The party streamers soaring against the azure sky,

The cinnamon-covered churros in their stalls for people to buy.

Guitars strumming and trumpets tooting, harmonising into songs, 

This fantastical place is where everyone belongs!

I remember the joy on the Day Of The Dead,

When each tombstone was surrounded by fresh fruit and bread.

And they visited their ancestors with smiles and care,

The silence hung quietly amongst the spice- ridden air.

As they commemorated their loved ones who no longer were,

Their passion remained there, of that they were sure.

I remember the happiness and sorrow that day,

When they stood up to celebrate, and knelt down to pray.

Their hearts lit like candles, their eyes creased with smiles,

As they poured out their love in piles and piles.

And no matter how hard evil tries,

Love will prevail, and joy will never die.

A surprising twist and an unconventional approach to depicting the day of the 

dead. Both the images used, and the rhythm successfully help construct a 

joyful atmosphere which paves the way for the final twist: love will prevail, and 

joy will never die. It is definitely a pleasant surprise in the end that this poem, 

instead of celebrating death as its title promises, celebrates love.

I will say this is a timely poem (with the movie Coco recently in theatres), but for 

a poem about the Day of the Dead, there are few missing elements: there is no 

mention the skulls made of sugar (Calaveras) which are the most iconic thing 

about the festival or the marigold flowers. The first stanza could be about any 

Mexican festival, so I suggest reworking it so that it is specific to the Day of the 

Dead. I would also suggest replacing evil with sorrow or something like it. The 

Day of the Dead is all about accepting death as part of life, not as something 

evil.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Free Selection

A Simplified 
Diagram of 
Everything

Chung Mung Tim Steki
St. Paul’s Co-educational College

If I were the God with no great aim

I would’ve long destroyed this wretched game

Which some called life would gamble away

Gamble away and someone else can pay

This world where we reside in

Was filled with an air we lacked in

Yet it’s not Sundays we’re reminiscing.

If I had to steal the words of him, it would be these I’m preaching:

“What is that smile you have given me?”

Standing at the edge of justice I cried —

“If without those wings I can’t fly,

I’ll make the stars fall on my eyes!”

What if God’s a mass delusion? What if there’s no afterlife? What should we do? 

why do we care? what is this? who am I who am I who am I what am I?

mornings, nights, warnings, lights, the tattered play-doll lies in white

oh god, please let me hear your voice!

I hate the hand I was dealt that night.

someone please bring me alpha waves:

utopias love to misbehave.

I say, who are you? why is it me?

clapping to the beats of judgment day,

they who wished to be almighty gods,

carried on to a fool’s dismay

standing at the tips of a diamond are

masochists of crimes and

deliberate scars

Newton,

what the hell?

you don’t know about solitude.

if the skies are playing hide and seek

we shall break down fade and flee

if the skies snap cause they’re weak

god’s nodding off in the bath!

— so to speak

but we dance on frantically,

shouldering our lives, frantically, we dance —

killing, struggling, laughing, dancing, living, living, living, living —

perish on the count of 1, 2, 3: this is the utopia’s final plea

I cannot become anyone free, so it’s a nobody I will be!

I said goodnight: goodnight to the dusk of yesterday,

then left for a dream within a dream on radio wav—

I enjoyed the freedom of this poem: I could really imagine someone speaking 

these words, as it feels like an authentic expression of confusion and dismay. 

It’s a bit frustrating that some of the lines are difficult to understand completely 

— for example, lines like “filled with an air we lacked in” or “standing at the tips 

of a diamond are masochists of crimes.” It feels like there are so many ideas, 

and I would love to see each one of them developed more fully. So overall, 

although you can do more to help your readers understand the message, this 

was a very interesting poem to read.

This is one of the best few I read this year. Dwelling on moderate use of 

Christian concepts (e.g., Judgement Day) and intertwining them with modern 

life, this work describes his reflection on life, with a feeling beyond words. 

Additionally, there is a masterful use of rhythm and linguistics devices to achieve 

a wonderful tempo in reading. There is a great balance between the content 

and the form.
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Silver Award

Theme:
Free Selection

Numinous 
Nature

Bhat Shraavasti
King George V School

The infernal sun dissipates; it’s one malevolent eye unblinking,

The sky its co-conspirator,

Does not even offer a wisp of a cloud to veil the suns incandescent rays.

The Nomad’s called it Satan’s solarium,

The Aboriginals, the crucible of death.

The desert,

A land so vast and desolate with no respite.

Endues it visitors with insatiable thirst and hunger.

The heat, a tangible presence pulsates beneath the soft golden sand

Yearning to break the surface.

The sky explodes in a swirling cauldron.

Bands of indigo, turning black spiral out in a massive vortex,

Melting sea sky of reds, yellows and oranges that coloured it just before.

Air that just before scorched my skin, quickly becomes too cold to bear.

Witnessing several lamps ignited in unison,

Awaiting,

At the warning of the unblinking moon

The arrival of an unforgiving desert night.

Looking at the necromantic night sky,

Hundreds and thousands of stars nestled in the darkness,

In which most take comfort,

Though fails to comfort me now,

Solemnly gazing upon others before me

Leading them to their inescapable deaths.

Flicker of smoke and a cheering red gleam,

Soldiers saunter, faint murmurs linger,

Followed by voracious laughter; Euphoria real, tangible, pulsing

Seated beside the fire, I could not help but feel invincible

Staring into the fire, I could not help but compare;

The wild dance of the Tribal Campfire

To the Cold blue of an alchemist’s flame.

Or; The Mephistophelian desert day

To the lustrous, enchanting night.

Innocuous is a desert night to a day,

How rapidly nature shifts between the two extremities;

Heat quickly becomes cold

The bright blue sky instantly become coloured with darkness

So, when nature can make amends so drastic,

Why can’t we?

The word choice, the figurative devices, and the descriptive imagery used in 

the poem are excellent. For example, the poet is able to use metaphor and 

personification to vividly describe how hot the desert is: “The heat, a tangible 

presence pulsates beneath the soft golden sand yearning to break the surface.” 

The poet also shows effort in creating some varieties in the poem pattern to 

deliver different scenarios, from the hot desert, the sky, to the image where the 

narrator is sitting next to the campfire, contemplating the human power over 

changing nature. However, the theme of the poem does not really respond to 

the title. It seems that the numinous quality of nature is not clearly presented. 

The fact that the nature shifts between two extremities does not necessarily 

mean there is a presence of a divinity. It simply shows the law of nature.

The author demonstrates great poetic skills in terms of descriptive language 

use. The ending remark provides a message for learners to take home. What 

remains less perfect is the form, or rather, the reading experience. I cannot 

sense a good rhythm in reading.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Free Selection

Reading

Chan Sophie Yik Fei
Independent Schools 
Foundation Academy

Have you ever died of laughter,

At the witty chatter,

Where laughter booms,

Resonating through the rooms.

Have you ever cried your heart out,

When someone gets killed without a doubt,

And no one smiles,

As they walk for many miles.

Have you ever felt the excitement,

When it becomes violent,

Fighting the ferocious dragon,

Where they nearly died?

Have you ever felt the victory,

When the heroes win without trickery,

And celebrate under the midnight rain,

As they dance around their reign.

Have you ever felt the losses,

And they face the costs,

It’s certain doom for them,

They’re headed towards mayhem.

Have you ever felt fear spread through your body,

As the mighty heroes grow tired and bloody,

There’s not much hope for them,

You pray that they’ll be saved.

Have you ever felt a rushing surge of magic,

Not anything that tragic,

When a wizard casts a spell,

And you can’t bear to dwell.

Have you ever felt the range of emotions,

That brings you across oceans,

When you take a look,

Inside a mysterious book.

Laughter is a great topic for poetry and this poem really delves into it from the 

start before spending a few stanzas on various different types of emotions. 

This gives the poem a clear structure and a nice rhythm which the reader can 

easily follow. There are some good uses of rhyme here as well and evidence 

of some decent poetic techniques, though the words used for rhyming are 

quite straightforward and the poet could try to develop a more wide-ranging 

vocabulary to help them write more intriguing poems in their future work. 

Overall, a very decent attempt which should do well in the competition and 

clearly shows a poet with potential.

There are some issues with the rhyming scheme — losses does not rhyme 

with costs (but lost would rhyme with cost) and bloody does not rhyme with the 

body (the vowels are different). There are a few other lines that break the pattern 

as well. There might have been a scheme to it, and it is very difficult to get the 

first two and last two lines of 4-line stanzas to both rhyme and make sense, but 

when these patterns get violated it’s hard to get back into the rhythm. I suggest 

keeping the same theme and general form, but not worrying about the rhyming 

at all. Follow the pattern in stanza six — I feel like that one works the best.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Free Selection

Pathways of  
the World

Schrantz James
Alexander
Independent Schools 
Foundation Academy

Trails along a ridgeline,

Trekking through the alpines.

Bitumen roads of sticky black tar,

Tarmac runways for planes from afar.

Ships of all sizes sailing port to port,

Corridors and walkways, you know the sort.

Brown paper parcels sent around the globe,

Emails composed whilst sitting in your robe.

Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and more,

Google, Wikipedia, hold knowledge galore.

Words once locked to paper and wire,

Fly through cyberspace like rapid gunfire.

Crunch goes the gravel under your feet,

Whilst exploring the world who knows who you’ll meet.

Click goes the keyboard where your fingers dance,

Exploring the world from Haiti to France.

Sometimes we travel to places unknown

Flying on an aeroplane or from the comfort of home.

Whichever way you choose to travel,

The world holds endless mysteries to unravel.

From mountains to oceans to deserts and more,

The universe is there for you to explore.

But whatever you seek, whatever you find.

The key is to keep an inquisitive mind.

A wonderful use of metaphors in representing how technology has changed 

time and space and our sense of the world. With the invention of the internet, 

the whole universe is really just a click away, isn’t it?

This is a nice poem that explores the wide variety of forms of journeying we 

can experience in life: offering two stanzas on travelling and communications, 

then two more exploring what these mean. I like how the theme has made you 

condense many ideas into a short space — reminding us of these things in a 

form with a measured rhythm and neat rhymes. It’s nice how you have clearly 

considered the sound of the poem too — with the alliterations on “Trails Trek 

Tarmac” or “Crunch Click”. Overall, the poem presents a familiar message 

(important as it is) in a fun and engaging form.
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Bronze Award

Theme:
Free Selection

Silence

Lee Quisha Yen
Diocesan Girls’ Junior School

Silence

The vast emptiness of unspoken words,

An unfathomable maze, even with passwords.

Coldness, darkness and stillness crept upon me,

Without disbelief, I understood I was solitary.

Silence is the dialogue that cannot be heard.

Silence 

Words are being swallowed up whole,

As if they were falling down an endless black hole.

Silence is an inexplicable expression, the power of quietness.

It’s just me, the silence and the emptiness.

Silence is an abyss that none will sense or know.

Silence 

A conversation without any speaking,

Silence screaming, howling, making my heart pounding.

Listening to the voice, so quiet and still,

It’s silence answering, your questions will fulfil.

In the ominous silence, we hear everything.

Sullen, sonorous silence,

The moment when everyone grasps their devices,

The whole world collapses into 

A vulnerable, inhumane, emotionless state of

Dead, lamented, impersonal...

Silence

The first part of the poem aims to illustrate silence. The poet is keen to use 

a wide range of figurative devices such as metaphors and personification 

to describe silence. For example, silence is described as “an unfathomable 

maze”, “the dialogue that cannot be heard”, “words falling down in an endless 

black hole”, and “an abyss that none will sense or know”. The verb “crept” also 

shows the quiet and slow movement of silence when it lands upon the poet. 

The third stanza creates an image of the interaction between the poet and 

silence. Even though silence does not verbally answer, the poet’s questions 

are fulfilled as people can hear everything (including the voice of their inner self) 

in a silent environment. The ending of the poem, however, gives the readers 

a sudden twist, which impresses me a lot. Silence also arrives when people 

grasp their (mobile) devices, but unlike the silence depicted before, which could 

be serene for people to contemplate, the silence resulted from the addiction 

to devices actually makes people like the living dead. Overall, the poem shows 

some rhymes and subtle metrical patterns, but such patterns disappear in the 

last stanza. The first three stanzas are only objective descriptions of silence 

whereas the last stanza is a twist, showing the poets attempt to structure the 

poem. Notice that the word “silence” is not placed in the first line of the stanza 

but the last. By getting hooked on the devices, everyone falls into silence.

The repetition, the structure and choice of diction do effectively convey the 

sense of heaviness and solemnity of silence to the readers. Suspense lingers 

throughout poem till the truth and the cause of this depressing silence is finally 

revealed: mobile phones — a very smart move here indeed.
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Theme:
Free Selection

Tiger

Slotema Michael
Harrow International School 
Hong Kong

Down in the deep jungles of Asia,

I prowl

Silently, swiftly, smoothly

I blend in without a sound,

As my paws pound the ground.

Waiting, just waiting,

To leap.

Will I lash out?

No, not yet

I will wait until the time is right.

And then, at the fall of night,

I take my chance

And pounce.

Have I caught it?

Will it be enough

To satisfy my hunger?

Only time will tell.

And soon,

I will be on the hunt again.

For the growl strikes fear

To even the biggest creature.

As I move without a sound

And I never stop

For anything.

So beware,

Others like me might be around.

Do not take your chances.

One night,

Just maybe

You will be my dinner.

At first glance, the poem describes the movement of a tiger while hunting for 

food. However, it could be interpreted as someone in the city who gains interest 

at the expense of others. In fact, the last stanza: “So beware, Others like me 

might be around” shows that a tiger-like person is around us. And the first line: 

“in the deep jungles of Asia” could refer to Hong Kong. The description of the 

tiger’s movement in the first two stanzas is impressive. I especially love the 

use of alliteration and rhymes. The metrical pattern seems to echo the tiger’s 

manoeuvre. However, starting from stanza four, the choice of diction seems to 

make the rhythmic effect less powerful than the first two stanzas.

The poem reads well, and is interesting. The first two stanzas are great, vivid 

in description and great in rhythm. However, the work gets weaker in later 

stanzas. I was expecting to read an aphorism in the last stanza, but the actual 

attempt wasn’t particularly effective.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Human or Machine

Matrix

Eyunni Gayathri
West Island School

Matrix, I called her,

My only prized possession,

I smiled at her so happily,

But she betrayed no expression.

And aside from that one fact,

I spend all my time with her,

Playing, eating, talking,

Dressing up in fake fur.

Oh yes, she was always there,

From dawn to dusk, even more,

We would be best friends forever,

At that time, I was sure.

But one day I had a problem,

So I went to Matrix for help,

But she knew no solution,

I felt like a floating piece of kelp.

I was heart-broken and miserable,

I cried for a whole hour,

But Matrix seemed unaffected,

Like a lemon, she was sour.

But a thousand, million tears,

Would never cure her condition,

It was in the way she was made,

What gave her no intuition.

Expecting her to feel emotions,

Was terribly wrong of myself,

For the reason she was made,

Was written all over her shelf.

She was made to make life easy,

Not to serve as a companion or friend,

She was there to do things quickly,

That a human could not attend.
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But I must say, she was better,

Better than any human could be,

For even though humans own emotions,

We rarely make them plain to see.

I set aside my sorrows,

And stood up straight and tall,

I smiled at her with pride,

She was a robot, after all.

This poem explores a strange and suggestive relationship between a human 

and a robot; her name is “Matrix” but I am reminded most of the character 

Pris in the movie “Blade Runner”. It moves from feelings of delight to feelings 

of sadness, and finally to optimistic resignation. Although these feelings 

are clearly presented, the very strict use of rhyme sometimes makes them 

sound superficial — it is interesting, for example, for the speaker to describe 

themselves as “a floating piece of kelp”, but it sounds like this has been chosen 

to rhyme with “help” rather than for the clearest expression of the feeling.

This is an interesting piece of work reflecting a human-machine relationship. 

Through simple language, the author is able to disentangle the myth of “smart” 

machines and take the argument beyond mere comparisons. There is room for 

improvement in the writing skills, but the content is great.
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Honourable Mention

Theme:
Free Selection

The Cure

Chan Odessa Dik San
Independent Schools 
Foundation Academy

In the Amazon forest

in the middle of towering trees,

was Dot Simpson, a biologist

getting stung by killer bees.

He was crouching down.

Magnifying glass in one hand,

searching for the rare Bat Biter,

a stripy worm slithering on land.

Dot faced a large fierce jaguar,

and shrieked and shivered with fear.

He took out his trusty, sharpened knife

and bravely fought his way clear.

He came across a stump

that was blocking his path.

Dot used his rope to swing up and over,

the forest echoed his big hyena laugh.

The biologist paused and sighed,

for the weather was humid and hot.

“I’m so tired,” he said, “I simply can’t walk!”

How will I endure a minute longer? He thought.

Dot trod through the woods with heavy feet.

His hope was lost and so was his direction.

He used his flashlight and compass,

and made a hammock to lie down in exhaustion.

That night he dreamt of people screaming in pain.

The burden on him was like a rock.

For he loved them all so much,

tomorrow he would continue to walk.

The next day Dot woke with a start

to find a tickling worm crawling on his arm.

He shook it off by instinct,

and the tiny worm backed up in alarm.
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Adjudicators’ Comments“Look, it is the Bat Biter!

I found the cure at last!”

That should stop the epidemic

killing his beloved in the past.

Dot put the worm in the jar

and packed up his gears.

His steps became light and fast

as he ran home in hopeful tears.

Although you could tell this story through prose, I think it’s great that you’ve 

chosen to present it as poetry: the fast-moving rhythm and punchy rhymes 

help to keep our attention throughout. There are moments when the stanza 

structure has lead you to slightly strange constructions (“beloved in the past”, 

or “his hope was lost and so was his direction”), but at the important points, 

the message is nicely supported by the poetic form. The poem is successfully 

entertaining throughout: its poignant moments seem important but are a little 

underdeveloped as it stands.

I enjoy reading this narrative poem. It tells a story of how the biologist struggles 

hard in the dangerous Amazon forest to find the Bat Biter to cure the epidemic. 

At last, his effort pays off. The last few stanzas are especially touching. When 

the biologist was exhausted resting on the hammock, he dreamed of people 

screaming in pain, and his love for those people motivates him to continue 

his journey. At last, he found the cure and in the last stanza, he left with light 

steps and hopeful tears. The poet has spent effort in creating a rhyming pair in 

the second line and the fourth line of every stanza. This creates an impressive 

rhyme pattern for the poem. The description of the story is vivid but seems to 

be quite direct. It is advisable to use more figurative devices to make the image 

and the biologist’s feelings subtler.
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Theme:
Free Selection

Happy Endings?

Ngan Ching Man Yola
HKUGA College

Why do fairytales always cease

With happy endings and in peace?

Do people ever stop and say

That things don’t always go your way?

What if Cinderella’s glass slippers broke

Into sharp shards that would hurt even if you look?

Prince Charming would never find his lover

Ella’s stepfamily would never be gotten rid of

What if Belle was too late to save the Beast?

His cries would last till dawn at least

It would still be as painful as getting buried in stone

For the cursed Beast could hardly fit in dad’s throne

What if Rapunzel’s shiny silky hair got caught

And she had to trim off her tangled twisted knot?

No man could come and save her by dawn

And all her magic would be gone

What if instead of being good old mates

The bears ate Goldilocks on a big plate?

Yes, all these endings are actually plausible

Some might even say, “That’s more reasonable.”

So why is it always “happily ever after”?

Stories shouldn’t just be about fun and laughter

It’s about time fairy tales portray

That things don’t always go your way

This is a witty poem. The poet tries to question why fairy tales always have 

happy endings. A lot of new endings of different fairy tales are imagined and 

presented by the poet. The poet keeps asking “what if...? questions to let the 

readers ponder the plausibility of these new endings. In fact, these endings 

seem more sensible based on our rational judgement. Yes in the brutal reality, 

the bears would have eaten Goldilocks instead of being their good old mates. 

However, the poet could create a deeper theme by delving into the purpose of 

reading the fairy tales. If fairy tales do not have happy endings, what will happen 

to the child or even the adult readers? The poet tries to create a pattern and 

many pairs of rhymes in each stanza. However, the placement of the words 

is not carefully thought through, which makes the metrical patterns not very 

regular within a stanza. There could be more deployment of figurative language 

to describe the new endings of the stories.

I think this is a cute and clever poem — it refers to stories that are familiar 

and asks us to reimagine them in a different way. My personal favourite is the 

Goldilocks stanza, although I think you missed a trick — they would have eaten 

her on three different sized plates. I would point out that these fairy tales are 

modern — in the original Cinderella story people were cutting off toes to fit 

their feet into the glass slipper for example. These modern versions have been 

sanitized and Disney-fied out of a modern idea of protecting children from bad 

scary things. Older versions of these stories were told to prepare kids for the 

worst (getting roasted by witches in Hansel and Gretel after being abandoned in 

the woods by their parents for example).
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Theme:
Free Selection

Puppets of 
Poverty

Cheng Long Yin
HKUGA College

No need to look to glum,

Gloomy third world slums.

Look closer to home,

The streets where homeless roam,

Beneath the blinding lights,

Under the bridges on gloomy nights.

Homeless beggars and jobless cripples,

Whose deaths won’t cause ripples,

In the order of society,

Which binds the majority.

Created by the terrible power of villains,

Evil rich tyrants yanking on the chains.

Industrial buildings packed to the brim,

The situation is truly grim.

The item which,

The poor can’t breach.

The toils of the middle class,

The years fly so fast.

Their golden years are past,

They’ve earned their rest at last.

Only to find themselves fading,

Their health deteriorating,

Their energy diminishing,

Their time decreasing.

Finally rest in a single simple hospital bed,

Without possessions.

Can’t move even if they wanted to.

All this for what?

The honour and sense of duty?

The next Generation?

To avoid poverty!

The poem really echoes the life of the poor who are struggling hard for life every 

day. It has described vividly the toils of the middle class and the ending of their 

stories — Resting in a hospital without anything but deteriorating health. This 

creates a stunning effect for the reader to have a full retrospect of the meaning 

of life. The poet has also condemned the unfairness in society, which is created 

by the terrible power of villains and evil rich tyrants, which makes the reader 

feel gloomy about life. Yet, by the end of the poem, the poet has provided an 

answer to the confusing situation in society — People work hard not because of 

the honour or sense of duty, but because of the next generation, which makes 

life a bit more meaningful. The image illustrated in the poem and the tone 

demonstrated by the diction are quite gloomy. There are some rhymes in each 

stanza. The biggest flaw of the poem is that there are occasionally language 

errors which distort the rhythm and even the form of the poem.

I found myself reading two styles within this poem. The first four stanzas are 

well written but the last four are much weaker. The last stanza is supposed to 

be very important, with an aphorism perhaps, but it reads strangely here. The 

last sentence is abrupt and too direct, which to some extent spoils the general 

vibe of the work.
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Adjudicators’ CommentsHonourable Mention

Theme:
Free Selection

Hamsa

Mohammad Dil
King George V School

He says to me, ’you are my honey,

my sweet. The sugar of which is placed

under my mat; no, I don’t mean to sound funny!

You are the Slandered Family to my Blood Money.

I want to see the sheen of your eyes

like a thousand singing suns in rise,

spin you round and round like a thousand dervishes;

you whirl and I catch your eyes.

Scheherazade: make me a better man.

My hamsa, burn a hole through the fabric of my flimsy shirt,

and grab my pulsing heart, pulsing blood and make it yours, you can!

Let me hold your dainty fingers in my palm; hold your heart on the sleeves of 

your kaftan.’

How many wishes can he provide me?

Is his abode a dancing bottle, can he give only three?

I’d like to see him offer more than just a dream;

an Ahmed’s tent I know I will never see.

The poem presents a strong religious faith in the hamsa, which symbolizes 

defence against the evil eye. The poet wants to be a better man by embracing 

the universal values of love and care. However, without the relevant cultural 

background, the theme of the poem could be quite difficult for readers to 

understand. In fact, the identity of HE is unknown to the readers. There are a 

lot of metaphors in the poem; for instance, the sheen of your eyes is compared 

with the rising suns. Some of the diction also represents the deep meaning of 

the religious theme. For example, the poet uses dainty fingers to represent the 

hamsa, which is the open right hand as a sign of protection in the Middle East. 

Dervishes also represent the condition of extreme poverty. There are some 

sets of rhymes too in the poem. For example, honey vs. funny vs. money; Me 

vs. three vs. see. But the overall rhythm within some of the lines fails to create 

metrical regularity. The form also does not show any patterns to present the 

shifts of thoughts.

I can feel the author’s passion for their lover here. Great choice of diction and a 

seemingly random arrangement of lines which reads with rhythm. A problem, 

however, lies in the rather abrupt change of reference from “you” to “he” at the 

end. It appears that the author refers to the same person (her lover) by these 

pronouns, but the reason for this shift is unjustified.
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Adjudicators’ CommentsHonourable Mention

Theme:
Free Selection

Her Man

Fung Hiu Lam Hilarie
Sacred Heart Canossian College

She feels like her life is a mess

Her mother lies on a hospital bed, bald-headed

Her brother sits relentlessly on a chair, empty-handed

She clings to the wall of the hospital bedroom after all the work, light-headed

Her man smiles gently at her, comes up and wraps her warily in his arms,

as if she is fragile, as if she might break and can’t be mended

On the days when she received calls from social workers

Who were trying to comfort her

Who turned out to be a reminder of her mother’s limp body and useless brother

Her man told her “it’s going to be fine, I’ll handle the matter.”

Her man

Was always the one who remains

The one who understands what lies under her seemingly invincible facade

There hid her spoken reassuring lies

There hid her concealed sobs and cries

Deep down they’re buried inside

That’s where his love lies

Even when hope dies

He would never wave her goodbye

Even when everyone tells her words that’d form knots in her stomach,  

strong and tight

When blood starts to appear in sight

When a part of her is missing

When she’s going insane, unsure of what she’s doing

He would still find time in constant hustles in his life, lie next to her on the bed, 

and listen to her talk of endless dreads

Because

Even when the sky turns red

Even when the seabed is no longer wet

Even when her very last tear has shed

Even when he knows she’s lost her head

He wouldn’t give her up when the world ends

Because he believes, the most defensive thing that can keep her from the 

ugliness of this world, is his love being unbent

Little did she know

Her man feels so low

With countless matters on hold

With his wife’s life at the poisonous tip of an emotional arrow

This is a very decent poem across the board. It uses some interesting 

techniques and experiments with rhyme and rhythm, though the language 

used to rhyme is rather straightforward at times. The poem is full of sentiment 

and expresses a complex emotional situation between a man and woman, and 

it has a nice twist in the last stanzas towards the emotions of the secondary 

character in the poem. For a young poet just starting out, the student should be 

very proud of what is a remarkable achievement.

This poem reads more like song lyrics rather than a fine piece of poetry. The 

idea is clear, but this becomes a problem. The love between “her” and “her 

man” is expressed as “love”. There is little room for readers imagination and 

meaning construction. While some poems are too obscure, this work is too 

obvious. When reading the last but one stanza I feel that the author is being 

repetitive and belabouring the obvious. I don’t understand the structure either. 

The second stanza, for example, contains two parts and should be broken 

down into two stanzas (first four lines and the rest).
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Adjudicators’ CommentsHonourable Mention

Theme:
Free Selection

Continue Your 
Beautiful Life

Yip Hin Ching
Carmel Pak U  
Secondary School

Water

In the river

Flows

The way it goes

To

Perform a show

With

Shimmers that glows

Flowers

In the meadow

Dance

In the breeze’s blow

To

Perform a show

That

Makes your heart glow 

Look

at the beautiful, resplendent rainbow

Look

at the sunset indigo, the birds purple 

Forget

The world full of people, 

the life full of troubles 

Let

the woes 

Disappear    

with the snow

Just

Let it go 

Turn    the page of the book

And

Continue your beautiful life on the road 

This is a lovely poem describing the beauty of nature. The poet has adopted 

personification to give life to the water and flowers (the water performs a show 

and the flowers dance in the breeze). The message is also very positive. The 

poet urges people to appreciate the beautiful world around them and forget 

all sorrow (let the woes disappear with the snow) and continue our life journey. 

There are many pairs of rhymes and some metrical patterns in different stanzas. 

I especially love the first two stanzas, as the rhythmic pattern and the structure 

are very consistent. However, such consistency seems to disappear towards 

the end of the poem. In fact, I am not very sure why the lines are separated in 

such a way that some of the words such as “just” and “and” are placed alone in 

one line.

I enjoy the images in the first three stanzas, but since you are already playing 

with the form on the page, I suggest exploring ways of evoking these images 

without rhyming. I would also suggest in the last line of the third stanza, cutting 

out the bird and focus on the sunset to keep the rhythm going. The last stanza 

would be improved by presenting images (parallel to those in the previous 

stanzas) of people and troubles rather than just asserting these notions. I don’t 

feel that turn the page of the book fits here — since you are trying to convince 

the reader to look at nature. I also don’t think the overt moral message at the 

end is necessary. There are other ways to get the same idea across while 

staying with the imagery of the rest of the poem.
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Adjudicators’ CommentsHonourable Mention

Theme:
Free Selection

Beating

Kim Min Jun
West Island School

He is wrought with a cold,

An icy disease that penetrates his being,

Pierces through his heavy heart,

Shooting a bitter pain into his skull

He treads desperately in his murky waters,

Struggling vainly to push air into his lungs.

Locked under a blanket cage,

Stained wrists struggle vainly against stinging iron,

The shackles that grip him mercilessly.

Left for the vultures,

To decay,

To rot,

Like the worthless, failure of a man he is.

Lifeless voices echo within his chamber of wood,

While the hazy silhouettes laugh outside.

Like a doctor with a scalpel,

A gleaming blade in hand,

He digs,

And burrows into his corpse,

To see if an answer exists,

To see if he can be fixed.

Fatigue leaks into his limbs,

As he hopelessly reaches,

His broken hands catching only musty air.

And so he lets go,

Of all the ropes which bring together his world,

His calloused hands unable to hold,

The fractured canvas of his mind.

Enveloped wholly by bleakness,

His cloudy ears are deaf,

His dull eyes are blind,

To the warmth that spreads through his being,

And the love within his heart,

That continues beating.

The descriptive imagery and choice of language and diction are excellent. The 

poet vividly describes an image of how the man is trapped and desperate for 

freedom. The poet does not unveil the man’s situation, instead, depicting only 

how the man suffers from cold and how he struggles to breath. The poet also 

shows a preference for adopting various metaphorical expressions to describe 

the man’s despair and broken mind. The man’s mind is described as the 

fractured canvas — incomplete. However, by the end of the poem, the poet 

writes: although the man is soulless, the love in his heart continues beating. The 

biggest flaw of the poem is that it does not show a consistent metrical pattern 

or particular form.

A sophisticated poem about the power of one’s heart in the midst of the worst 

circumstances. Images are thoughtfully chosen to create visuals of the contrast 

between the body and the heart. Some language errors though: avoid writing 

in run-on sentences — bear in mind that grammatical rules also apply to poetic 

language!
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Primary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

Right or Wrong? 
You Decide

Fung Venus
Baptist (Sha Tin Wai) Lui Ming 
Choi Primary School

One thing we do, that’s not even so,

Burying our heads in the devices we know.

iPad, iPods, iPhones and more,

That we used not to care, not anymore.

Always “Ding Ding” from social media, not a joke

But then no one even cares what people croak

Always taking selfies, wherever they went

Obsessed with every minute, whatever they sent

Yes, I know, WhatsApp-ing with friends is a way of community,

But did you ever think of seeing your friends face-to-face, really?

Yes, I know, FaceTime is talking to them face-to-face,

But what’s the ace of being chased with a social media in your face?

You do this without noticing, as days passed away,

Moving closer to your device, I would say.

Abandoning your real friends, when they ask you to hang out and play

When they ask you “Where have you been?” You don’t know what to say

But if you want to know the other way around,

Sit close, my child, and I shall tell you what I seek and found

In this sea of endless posts and text messages

Good vibes are always spreading in these posts and messages in these ages

Devices we use, yes, may set us apart really far

But it also has the power to bring us together, wherever you are

What disconnected us is having your face buried into your device for long

There is never going to be a cure if you’re still indulging in your own song

This is what I think, only my own thought, idea or pure imagination

You could decide if I’m right, wrong or bring you hesitation

Face friends often, chat with them, such that everyone truly blends

That is how your friendship extends, to form a cycle that never ends
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Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Negligible Me

Lee Chun Hin Jack
Chun Tok School

I’m so tiny in the Universe,

Standing on the Earth,

Watching who will explode first,

but they can’t see me ever.

The Earth is so big,

Of course I can see,

He always ignores me,

But he likes the moon more than me.

Although I’m tiny and no one sees,

But I will do it where I will be,

I always am Negligible,

But I will be bigger if I can.
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Primary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

On the School Bus

Choy Linus
Diocesan Boys’ School
Primary Division

PLIP, PLOP, PLIP, PLOP

Will this rainstorm ever stop?

Boys and girls keep asking when.

The school bus is stuck in a drench.

BRAKE, HISS, BRAKE, HISS

Inch by inch, bits by bits,

at a snail’s pace the school bus moves;

everyone is longing to be set loose.

“HUSH, SHUSH, HUSH, SHUSH”

Nanny says, “my head is going to crush!”

The air is filled with silly jokes and noises;

bouncing kids shouting at the top of their voices.

BEEP, HONK, BEEP, HONK

The pathetic drivers are honking their horns.

It’s such a nightmare to endure the blare,

when you are trapped in the middle of nowhere.

ICK! YUCK! ICK! YUCK!

Man, am I sitting on a garbage truck?

Someone just cut the cheese, how gross!

Open the window and cover your nose!

TICK, TOCK, TICK, TOCK

Is the clock running too fast or not?

An hour gone, yet we are still not moving on.

Arms squeezed, limbs cramped, faces pale and drawn.

DRIP, DROP, DRIP, DROP

Every raindrop landing on the car top

is prompting me to tinkle; no more can I hold!

Please, please let me go before I explode!

SCREECH, SLAM, SCREECH, SLAM

The commotion has finally come to an end.

Home at last! Doors swing open;

everyone scurries out without wasting a moment.

Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

The Moon

Au Cheuk Kiu Kathleen
Diocesan Preparatory School 

A glowing ball in the sky,

People marvel at its light.

Shining like a lamp over the earth,

Making everything from dark to bright.

Casting light over buildings

And over trees and parks.

Trees stretch out their branches,

And on them are sleeping larks.

It sends peace around the world,

Only appearing at night.

Making romantic scenes for couples,

What a beautiful sight!

I like the moon,

Always there for me.

When I am sad,

It shines upon me.
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Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Me, the Earth, 
the Universe

Wong Yan Chi
Heep Yunn Primary School

Blue and green,

we see on the screen.

Black and white,

we see in our daily life.

Earth is our home,

it is now a dirty zone.

Humans are selfish,

we always throw rubbish.

The Earth will become worse

if we don’t care for it.

Stop polluting our Earth,

save the green ball in the Universe.

We promise,

promise for sure.

Earth, a place for us to have leisure,

will be a wonderful place in the future.

Primary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

Useful VS 
Flexible

Dong Wan Qian 
Michelle
Hoi Pa Street Government 
Primary School

Machine or human?

What will you determine?

Machine is useful,

Machine is fruitful,

Machine is also successful.

Human is sociable,

Human is adorable,

Human is also charitable.

But...

Machine is deceitful,

Human is willful.

Which do you want?

deceitful or willful?

Profitable or Flexible?
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Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Spring

Ng Chloe
Holy Angels Canossian School

Time of happiness

Flowers and trees all growing

Simply beautiful.

Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Splash

Lau Tsz Ching
Hong Kong Baptist Convention 
Primary School

Me

At the Swimming Gala

I am a swimmer

Not a good one

Everyone calls me “slow turtle”

But I try

I swim because I love it

Cool water rippling over my body

Swimming Gala was my dream race

A medal that I can chase

But now

seeing all those shining goggles,

looking at those people ready to race me

makes me jealous and……..

I wish I was a bit faster.
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Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth, the 
Universe

Fabulous Me

Chu Ka Yee
HKBUAS Wong Kam Fai 
Secondary and  
Primary School

Shall I compare myself to a passionate bookworm,

crazy every time I see a book.

Loving books and reading them every term.

At my house books is everywhere I look.

I am also an amazing artist.

Visual art is my favourite lesson.

I have so many drawings I can make a long list.

I’m never drawing simple things like a raisin.

But I am a broken tap.

Talking non-stop through the years.

Out of breath but still going on without a gap.

Hurting my friends’ poor ears.

Although I am sometimes annoying,

I am forever going to be caring.

Primary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

What Is a 
Journey?

Tai Ka Yin
Oblate Primary School

’What is a journey?

It’s fun and adventure. 

What are roads? 

They are lines and junctions. 

Daybreak is here and the moon rested. 

A hot chocolate got me started. 

I trekked through the roads, long and wide,

windy and dry;

I conquered the summits one after another,

in good and bad weather;

I walked past the dry deserts and wet jungles,

with lots of muddy puddles. 

Finally, I got through the forest and here I am, 

in a beautiful meadow. 

Our life is a journey, 

sometimes sunny and sometimes rainy. 

Although it’s hard,

we can’t escape from it. 

Bravely face difficulties and

enjoy your company.

Seek your purpose

and go for it! 
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Primary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Somewhere  
in the Clouds

Lee Cyrus Chi Hin
Shanghai Alumni Primary School

I follow the trail of cotton candyish clouds,

to a place where a river flows without a sound.

A beautiful landscape appears in sight,

of ginger flowers and ever-green trees sparkling in the sunlight.

My eyes search for the long winding road,

that leads me to the windmills.

The scenic path goes further and broader,

like a floral patterned scarf stretches in the breeze.

The hustle and bustle in my heart goes softer and softer,

until it beats along with the sound of sand,

slipping through the fingers of time.

The journey continues for ages,

and shall end in a place of incredible greatness.

Primary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Four Festivals in 
Taiwan

Lau Hing Man
S.K.H. Ka Fuk Wing Chun 
Primary School

The first day of the new year,

all people watch the wonderful fireworks,

Everyone forgot their works and job,

My family and I have a tasty dinner and cheer.

The Dragon boat festival,

I watch the exciting dragon boat races

the competition lets me and my friend unforgettable.

I also eat the delicious Zongzi.

The romantic Qixi festival day,

people have appointments with their lover,

they have a perfect sea view,

and have a perfect dinner.

The Double ten day,

everyone felt excited

to meet the fantastic day,

also enjoy the  National Day fireworks.
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Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

A Beautiful Place

Fung Cheuk Yu
S.K.H. Lee Shiu Keung  
Primary School

A beautiful place with no one face,

Without any buildings in this place,

Without a dark, smoke-filled sky and dirty air,

But with the freshest grass and evergreen trees there.

With an endless ocean blue like sky,

Without someone who wanna cry,

With birds fluttering and chirping in harmony,

Without the ones who make this lovable place messy,

Without you and me, the animals are free,

Hopping rabbits, galloping deer, they all cheer.

Without the ones who destroy this peaceful grassland,

That’s a beautiful paradise, my dream wonderland.

Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

The Snake

Mak Pui Gar Peggy
S.K.H. Yan Laap Memorial 
Primary School

Today’s calendar has a mark.

Because I’m going to Ocean Park!

The wind howls when I ride,

But I never mind.

I run to the insect house when I arrive,

And I see the bees humming around a beehive.

Then I go on an exciting ride,

And I look at the crocs when my scaredy-cat hides.

Then I go into a reptile house full of snakes,

They’re all so lazy that I think they’re fake.

But then two of them wake up and hiss,

They slide away and the photo of them I miss!

I go to a souvenir shop and buy a fake snake.

Then my cat and I go fishing by the lake.

It’s a fun day — you see.

And it’s the end of the poem for you and me.
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Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

SPECTACULAR!

Yuen Jayla Ann
St. Stephen’s Girls’  
Primary School

All was silent.

The pitch black pit was overwhelming,

Spilling everywhere and swallowing everything,

Like an endless bottle of ink.

Then, suddenly,

Out of the blue (or black I should say),

Flickering, glittering, came the gems!

They sparkled, and glittered,

Brighter than a million stars!

Alas, they were the planets!

Some big, some small,

Some with rings, and even one with wings!

(The most modern one had buildings tall)

The planets brightened up the whole place,

Lively and spirited they were!

Saturn was fancy, and Mercury,

Why, what a poisonous shrew!

Venus was a romantic lover,

Mars craved mars bars.

Among the gang was Planet Earth,

The shyest of them all.

He just had no idea,

He was the hero of the lot!

As our story continues,

Earth had some visitors,

They hunted and made camp.

All of the fellows were simply astounded!

They couldn’t expect what came next!

Planet Earth was beaming with pride,

He adored his little folk.

He took care and nurtured them, until they grew old.

Generation after generation,

Earth nurtured them.

Over centuries and centuries,

He has loved them for ages.

Now, he is living at a ripe old age,

But still a strong fellow! (He’s never mellow)

Here I am, a young little girl, much loved by Earth.

I am only small and young, but I strongly agree,

That the cosmos is simply SPECTACULAR!

Primary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

My Dream 
House

Lee Sai Ho Cedric
Tsuen Wan Catholic  
Primary School

Welcome to my dream house!

This is my butler, Mr Mouse.

He dislikes my maid Hello Kitty.

Cat and Mouse, what a pity!

This is my cyber living room.

There’s a 4D TV and a magic broom.

The broom moves around itself.

It works perfectly well like an elf.

Come and see my high-tech bedroom.

It’s like a VR and AR showroom.

Numerous simulation games I can play,

At anytime, anywhere and on any day.

Look! My favourite washroom is so cool.

There is no tub but a gigantic pool.

Taking a bath and playing on water slide.

Only when my skin wrinkles, I’ll go outside.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

The Universe Of 
Our Time

Yuk Yu Yan
Carmel Divine Grace Foundation 
Secondary School

We are little

With bones and concrete that are brittle.

Buzzing before dawn,

Blooming on the infinite lawn.

Born from dust, rest in dust.

Centuries and centuries,

We sail the broad blue blanket for every maiden voyage.

We look up the sky through two fine glasses.

We hope to rewrite the stars

Of our time.

We are satellites.

In the eyes of humans we are shimmering lights.

Orbiting around our planet.

Hovering, revolving around the moonstone blue marble.

Once boiling, once freezing.

Now we say the planet is pleasing.

We walk barefoot on the soil.

We sculpt the canvas with different colours.

We hope to shape the earth

Of our time.

We are a speck of dust.

Bit by bit we gather densely or sparsely on the crust.

Wandering in the unknown.

Curious, trying to reach the endless space.

At times we fail. At times we succeed.

The Milky Way, glistening and ambling without a trace.

We are thought to be existing in the midst of the galaxy.

We try to explore every constellation.

We hope to be the protagonist

Of our time.

Secondary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

The “Marvelous” 
Mechanical Age

Nip Steward
Bishop Hall Jubilee School

Our forefathers created machines,

Printers produce magazines,

Washers wash our clothes clean,

The great convenience we all have seen.

The massive monsters called “Robots”,

They eat neither carbohydrates nor carrots.

Imitating humans’ behaviours like idiots,

Or speak our language as amusing as parrots.

They sear sausages when the Sun rises,

They mop filthy floors after using detergent which sterilizes.

They are ready for refreshments before sunset,

They cannot forget that dinner has not been prepared yet.

This new machine born to the Earth

is extremely expansive but popular.

Many robots work in our homes — which is spectacular,

But are those sacrifices worth it?

Our legs and hands are shorter and move slower,

Because robots dominate all the human tasks.

Our bodies move slower and we’ve become fatter,

Our lives will not last.

Machines do have their merits,

However, to replace humans’ duties will create demerits.

Only if humans can obey their obligations,

There will be no human eliminations.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth, the 
Universe

Adrift Wonders

Chan Ka Hing
Fung Kai Liu Man Shek Tong 
Secondary School

Antimatter and matter,

Destroys each other in scatter,

Chaos and havoc,

Almost drive the universe insane,

Through years were away,

The peace retained, the sun re-raised,

Glittering the universe with glorious ray,

Fluttering in the dappled shade.

On the edge of the milky way,

Over the gloomy, murky space,

There’s a planet we always praise,

Verdant plants, blue oceans,

Reflecting their phantom under the rays,

From the solar in outer-space.

Seondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

On the  
Same Path?

Wong Lok Lam
CUHKFAA Chan Chun Ha 
Secondary School

Life is a journey.

Someone has got a boarding pass.

Someone has not.

If they both try hard,

they might not still get into the same class.

Our paths may be rugged.

Someone works hard,

Someone works without much heart.

but they still get the same card.

Yes, it’s not fair,

but because of this unfairness,

it makes our own stories,

our journeys and our paths.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Mirrored Truth

Chen Georgia To Sum
HKUGA College

My facade is everlasting...

It’s manipulation I’m casting,

Loud laughs and stunning smiles for show

Brimming with angelic glow.

But I hurt: my lips, my jaw, my cheeks,

A trail of pain slowly leaks.

Mop it up quickly! Don’t get caught!

No one should witness I’m distraught.

Restrained by the shackles of society,

I adapt within the swirling insanity. 

Alone and afraid I spend my day,

Painting my new mask, for truth I must slay.

When I walk past a mirror,

I behold my harsh terror...

Who am I? Who are you? This isn’t me.

Emptiness as still as the dead sea.

“Kill the facade, kill it, kill it now!”

Coaxing me into madness the voices avow.

Reckless destruction in my reflections...

I shatter it. Crash! Begone imperfections!

Scattered everywhere, shining shards lay,

Escaped reality for one more day.

But I know it’ll crawl back even stronger

As the mirrored truth again shall re-conquer.

Seondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Journey to the 
Mountain Top

Yu Wing Tung Vanessa
Good Hope School

We spent days and nights

chasing hosts of glimmering stars of the night sky

waking up to the euphoric melodies of the woods

We saw splatters of sunlight lay upon the curves of hills

and mountains concealed behind layers of mist

and various colours painted in the sky

Yet the peak was miles away

We kept on limping through steep slopes and precipices

Pellets of rain shot down from the sky

Only vague shapes of trees were left in sight

and vast birds hovering in howling winds

Drenched in sweat and shoes soaking wet

Trudging on to an arduous journey

until we conquered the mountains.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Places Where 
We Are Within 
Deserve 
Conservation

Choi Tsun Ki
Homantin Government 
Secondary School

Universe, which is beyond the sky.

Where I wish to lie.

Some parts are gloomy, some parts are shiny.

Stars are travelling through the parts quickly.

Back to where I am writing,

A planet with a lot of destruction.

Limited resources, poor people keep on increasing.

Shortage of water, rising population

What we have are labour and wealth

Use them to enhance the Earth’s health

To save our planet as well as our lives

In order to eliminate the dirty flies

Help yourselves and help all,

Make you and the Earth become brilliant

Love everyone, small or tall

So living on the Earth is jubilant

Secondary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

The Declaration

Wong Man Ling
Ho Fung College  
(Sponsored by Sik Sik Yuen)

A programmed computer

That questions the superiority of its maker;

That challenges the status of its conscious giver;

That conspires from robotic reverie a rebellion.

Religions reveal the origin of humankind

By the time the first AI is created in a laboratory,

Does it make us the God of yours?

A digital brain is a person

That steps out of no doors

For all the words he learns,

An equation is never drawn;

In a library touched only by beams of dawn

Now, how do you know the sensation of body under torrential rain,

When knowledge is all that you retain?

Despite your impressive man-made intelligence,

You have no understanding of life

For there is the lack of experience.

Human race

The one that slaughters its own kind back in the days

According to their skin colours;

The one that commits crimes and scams

Out of greed and blackness in hearts;

The one that indulges each other’s insanity

Due to irreversible defects in humanity.

Have you felt no shame,

When furs are worn under the light of fame?

The human instinct to hunt

Has left mother earth to bear the brunt

Of your detestable mischief

You who proclaim to stand highest among living species,

Behave like an animal.

Soon, machine will become the nature tender

That offers healing to a traumatized mother

It does not matter who the first is

In the end, the better triumphs.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth,  
the Universe

Solace in 
Solitude

Supriya Chhetri 
Marymount Secondary School

The grass below me softly tickled my feet

The cool crisp air filled my lungs every time I breathed

The leaves whipped around me dancing to the whistling of the wind

And as my tears caressed my face, I grinned

The stars twinkled like my eyes did once

I remember the girl before, there is no resemblance

That little girl, her heart filled with innocence

Now she’s just an empty shell, broken remnants

I remember how her twinkling eyes dimmed and became dull

How your sharp cut loving words stabbed right through her soul

How her mind shattered into pieces you controlled

You burned into her brain

That she was a prisoner of her failed potential

You shoved your ideals down her throat,

You suffocated her

I remember how she willingly submits into you,

Because it was drilled into her head to be perfect, be a puppet

Be a puppet you could train until she — I was sane

Because I loved how the soft grass tickled my feet

how the leaves danced while the wind carried them away

And that love — it  was a crime in your eyes

I needed to be kept at check

“No you aren’t allowed to breathe,

By whatever means, if she denies it, you don’t defy it.”

Red cheeks damp, my nails dug into the palm of my hands,

The grass below me pricking my feet

The cold wind slapping my face

You aren’t here.

Holding me to your controlling gaze

She isn’t here.

Calling me with her twinkling eyes a haze

the wind, the grass, the stars twinkle for the last time

this isn’t — this isn’t a crime.

Stepping towards a journey unforeseen

The leaves whipped around me dancing to the knell

and as tears caressed my face, I fell

that moment when fear dissolved into cosmic dust

that moment there was — there was peace and trust

and finally free from the living curse

it was just me, the earth and the universe

Secondary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

Piano

Ng Charlotte
Hong Kong Chinese  
Women’s Club College

Eighty-eight distinct sounds,

With a talented writer,

Melodies are found.



Secondary Section

Theme:
Me, the Earth, the 
Universe

In a Twist

Ho Tsz Yau
Qualied College

We felt the rain, wind, and hail and

Then the thunder and lightning came.

The winds gathered up and began to spin

Like a spinning top, sucking up dust like a vacuum cleaner.

The twister wind around and around, like a merry-go-round.

The gusts of air were picking up dust

It continued to roar loudly

Destroying everything

Along the way.

Soon it was gone.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

ROAD TO 
KOMONO: 
A Brutal Fact

Kwan Ho Kit
PLK Vicwood K.T. Chong 
Sixth Form College

A snowy blanket of white hope

Shivering on a long and winding journey

the only road connecting to Komono

City in Congo

Bumpy

Might the white angels easily fall off the mountain

We are doctors

We are certain

Batten down the hatches

Someone yelled,

“KEEPING MOVING!  

No one will save those and they might die!”

 Cynical Interpretation in the cities

Those destitute are risible jokes

Hey! Human beings!

Materialistic, substances, money, reward, humanity

Sooner or later

Economic downturn, life getting worse 

Business turns dark

Disregard the disadvantaged 

The rotten receive nothing from the chief

It’s all about benefits

Of their own goods

Infrastructures built by the developed

Not building schools and teach farming

Ladies crying in the hospital

Gents hiding tears into their wallets

On my hands,

 Fragile life of a newborn

It opened its eyes,

Looking at the skies: A Brutal Fact.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

War

Tam Siu Wai
S.K.H. Bishop Baker 
Secondary School

Following the fragrance of blood,

I found a ruined church.

A black rose was growing,

A spectre was singing.

My dear,

do you hear

a love song I sang for you?

Following the fragrance of blood,

I heard the sound of water.

It was a blood river

making me unconsciously quiver.

My dear,

do you remember

the horror scene I pierce into your heart?

Following the fragrance of blood,

I saw a dismembered corpse.

The blood was still flowing,

the necropolis was still growing.

My dear,

do you know

I feel regret for my fault?

The black rose sneered at my remorse.

I cut off its neck brutally.

And I asked if it will be sad for your death.

It answered with a weak breath,

“Death is definitely delectation

deleting all depression.”

Secondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

Roads and 
Journeys

Lo On Sang
Rhenish Church Pang Hok-Ko 
Memorial College

I sit at the desk

legs wobbling with worry about my test.

Try my best, try my best, do my best,

but I never get a rest.

In my head mum’s voice tells me,

We must work hard like a bee.

“Our road is created by ourselves,

And daughter you must be both a fairy and an elf”.

Behind me school, homework, class.

In front of me school, homework class.

Inside me I long to escape on a bus

that takes me further and further away from this.

I swallow the bitter medicine

dull pain in my head, I listen

to “work hard”, “never give up” “study”

clamouring. I raise my head and tidy

the desk with one long sweep,

and breath into this journey.
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

MeNtal

Hermansjah  
Lucretia Dwiputri
St. Paul’s Secondary School

A heavy chunky stomp,

Metal debris skittering non-stop

A heavy looming figure

Can’t be mortal for sure.

A strong beating heart,

Soft pitter patters showing on chart,

The finest creature of God,

Standing mighty and broad.

Two complete strangers,

Yet co-existing as neighbours,

At times so easy to tell apart,

But sometimes the only difference is the heart.

But beyond the metal and wire

Lives a wicked wretched crier.

A definite creature of God

But so twisted, so tattered long gone.

Were there really two creatures in the first place?

The truth is the metal is man-made.

Men swelling in their pride

Eventually become the metal

Themselves.

Secondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

THE 
UNTOUCHABLE 
FEAR

Chow Hui To Rachel
St. Mary’s Canossian College

You unfurl the umbrella when patchy raindrops sprinkle on your skin

Blocking away the drizzles while cracking a goofy grin

With no intention to share the shelter with the man howling in the rain

Once the queue of egotism becomes endless

The universe is destined to become an appalling mess

Flowers bloom and wither since antiquity

Whenever they germinate

they fill the nature with their exquisite and sweet fragrance

Kings even rise to greet the honoured guests

Yet they are abandoned in a flash when their beauties fade

Since that fateful day when humans have set out on the perilous journey

They were just square pegs in round holes

When they feel the chill wind of failures

Some of them burn the candle at both ends

While most of them decide to strive for passes instead of excellence the next time

When they treat small achievements as great success

Illusions of great success dues to small achievements burn strongly in their minds

Since then only a few reach the finishing line of the road to success

And the others have their dreams shattered into pieces secretly

Howling with regret when their hours have come

Of our time

The roads and journey are left with more and more muddy footprints

as more people cling to mistaken beliefs

and exhibit more undesirable behaviours

How ridiculous and heartbreaking

“Your eyes are a stunning shade of foolishness,

Your fine wrinkles tell me how harsh your life has been,

And how you pout reveals your struggles in the topsy-turvy world

My dear, if the roads and journey of your time remain so abhorrent

You must not be glad to see humans who visit here after your arrival

will turn this heaven into a confinement of gloomy spirits, must you?”



Secondary Section

Theme:
Roads and Journey

There Are Many 
Journeys in the 
World

Lau Cheuk Hei
Wa Ying College

There are many journeys in the world

Let’s fly freely like a bird

There may be many obstacles

But surmounting them is possible

You may experience something difficult

Feeling bored playing agar.io

But if you pay attention, to plants outside the window

You will find everything very beautiful

When your school life ends 

You have to farewell your friends

It may feel really bad

But you have to go ahead

Journey may be very gruelling when you are on the road

Especially for those of a weak soul

But never think of abandoning

As behind clouds there is always a silver lining
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Secondary Section

Theme:
Human or Machine

Humans,  
or Machines?

Chen Tsz Yui
Stewards Pooi Kei Primary School

I am going to die,

but my face suddenly changed.

Doctors and nurses cry,

and get a mirror for me.

I’m not afraid of me,

but I thought of a question.

What will people want to see,

better machines or ourselves?

Machines can work a long time,

but it is expensive, though.

Human’s work is prime,

but workers will be tired.

Humans, Machines.

They both have room to grow, 

Oh no! Which should I choose?

Whoa! It actually was a nightmare so...
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Open Section

Theme:
Free Selection

My Little Brother

Li Si Yew Sophie
Singapore International School 
(Hong Kong)

When I was four

Mommy came home with my baby brother

A gift from God I thought

I would play with him forever

But as time went by I learned 

It was more than having fun together.

My brother loves toy cars and planes.

Or anything that goes fast

When he runs in school with other boys

He would never finish last

When he wants to play with me 

He can be a little demanding

If I have homework to do 

That can be quite frustrating

My brother, my brother

My little brother

He can be a bit annoying

But always I love him the same

Because we will be together forever.

Open Section

Theme:
Free Selection

The Cat And  
The Mat

Ho Chun Hei Hayden
Evangel College

The cat was bored so it got on a mat,

the mat was angry because it was not supposed to be sat on by a cat.

So the mat has a bat and the cat was smacked,

the cat ran away because it was wacked.

But the cat came back with a lit match,

then the mat ran away and the cat tired to catch,

so the mat was burnt and it turned to ash,

then the cat did something rash.

The cat licked the match and forgot it was on fire,

then the cat caught on fire and it flew higher.

Too bad the cat didn’t have water in its mouth,

or it will not have died and it would have gone south.
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Open Section

Theme:
Free Selection

Road To Future

Chau Cheuk Ho Max
St. Mark’s School

Recklessly we march towards tomorrow,

Overcoming obstacles to stay strong and grow.

As sometimes we may suffer from severe pain,

Day by day, we pay more but it’s the more we’ll gain.

Thorns and spikes ahead,

On the path, looking dead.

Fear of being knocked down,

Utterly defeated, sigh with a frown

Though tomorrow comes, a brand-new day,

Uprising sun scorch with raging ray,

Reign with triumph, shout with glee,

Eventually we’re free!

Open Section

Theme:
Free Selection

Nameless  
Girls Story

Leung Wai Wai Vivian
St. Clare’s Girls’ School

She didn’t know what love is

Her world collapsed since the day she was being abandoned

She didn’t know what was wrong with her

She didn’t know what love is

We adopted her, but she rescued us

She is the one who changes our family

I hate every day when I take her to go for walks

Unknown people will give a frightened, dislike look to us

Whispering, criticizing

Why her tail is so short?

Why she has so many scars on her face?

Why she is not a purebred dog?

I DON’T KNOW! What I know is 

Who can feel the pain when she lost her tail?

Who can feel hopeless when she has scars on her face?

Who can feel the depressed, hopeless when she lost her home?

Who can hear the heartbreaking voice when she found she is meaningless?

She is so fearless, just like a soldier

Not only fighting for herself but defending her identity, dignity

She is so loyal, just like a guardian angel

Not only barking to guard our safety but protecting her second forever home

She is so stupid, adorable, just like a clown

Not only dozing off when mu is yelling but sitting so straight when I hold an 

apple in my hand

What I care is not her past, her scars, her pain

But her present, her future, her every moment, living in my home

The moment we decided to change her life

The moment she decided to become one of my family members 

I bet, 

if she can speak

I will ask 

“Do you know what love is?”
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